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T H E PLANTAT ION

CRAFT STUDIOS
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgE-

Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM
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RBC SAYS WE’RE THE ONLY
ATLANTIC PROVINCE TO SEE
GDP DECLINE IN 2015
The latest RBC economic outlook states our
GDP declined by 3% in 2015, but that we’ll
enjoy a modest 0.8% recovery in 2016. The
blame lays in our economy being so dependent
on oil – falling oil price and a drop
in construction were cited as the major
factors in the decline of our GDP.
PHARMACISTS CAN NOW
DIAGNOSE AND PRESCRIBE FOR
CERTAIN MINOR AILMENTS
New provincial regulations allow our
pharmacists to treat a number of minor
ailments, without you needing to run to your
doctor for a prescription. These include 29
ailments such as: cold sores, contact dermatitis,
emergency contraception, hemorrhoids, and
mild joint and muscle pain. Steve Kent, Deputy
Premier and Minister of Health, says “Our
government continues to increase access to
health services and pursue efficiencies in the
health care system overall.” The regulations also
allow pharmacists to substitute a prescribed
medication with a different drug.
SALVATION ARMY TO BUILD
$25M ST. JOHN'S CENTRE
The Salvation Army’s two buildings on
Springdale Street had a 100+ year history of
operation before falling into derelict status.
They’ll soon be replaced with a $25-million
space in St. John’s, which will combine all of
The Army’s community services. It will also
add new services, like 20 affordable housing
units for homeless locals. The building will rely
on government money, private donotions, and
social institutions like Eastern Health for this
funding. They hope to re-erect the new
building on Springdale Street.
ANOTHER NL BOOK BEING ADAPTED
FOR THE BIG SCREEN: KATHLEEN
WINTER'S ANNABEL
Kathleen Winter’s Annabel was undoubtedly
the Canadian book of the year in 2010, when it
accomplished the rare feat of being shortlisted
for all 3 of Canada’s major literary awards: the

Giller, the Governor General’s,
and the Rogers Writers Trust
fiction award. Annabel tells
the story of a child who is
born both male and female,
in the hyper-masculine hunting culture of 1960’s
Labrador. As Wayne approaches adulthood, the
woman literally buried inside of him, Annabel,
refuses to be forgotten. In showing us all angles
of her five main characters, from inside and out,
the story shows us the humanity that overrides
gender and age, and the basic human traits
and desires that unite us all. The film rights
for Annabel have been acquired by Toronto
director Deepa Mehta’s production
company, Hamilton Mehta
Productions. Mehta is an Oscarnominated filmmaker, so the
book is in good hands. Mehta also
won a Genie for the screenplay of
Bollywood/Hollywood.

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
RELEASES LABOUR
MARKET OUTLOOK 2025
“To ensure Newfoundland
and Labrador has a highly skilled
workforce and favourable conditions for
growing the population,” the provincial
government released Labour Market Outlook
2025. The report includes information to
help answer questions about current and
emerging job prospects for the next 10
years. The report forecasts almost 64,000 job
openings by 2025. The following industries
will likely experience the largest increase in
employment: Health care and social
assistance; Mining and oil and gas
extraction; Arts, entertainment, and
recreation; Accommodation and
food services; Finance, insurance,
real estate, and leasing; Wholesale
and retail trades.

One
pair.
That’s all it takes.
Just one pair of Blundstone
boots will make you a fan for life.
No laces. All season. Long
wearing. Go anywhere.
Spine and joint sparing.
So comfortable
that – surprise!
You end up
with two pairs.

#585
Leather lined
in Rustic Brown
$199.95

blundstone.ca
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Voting Isn’t The Only Form
of Democracy
BY JONATHAN KENNEDY

“If you don’t vote you don’t get to complain.” You’ve definitely
seen someone post this on Facebook between cat videos and
Minion memes as election season approaches.

BAY OF EXPLOITS
WITH ED RICHE

MINDFUL

clarity of mind. Frank belched and tasted
yesterday’s supper of street meat.
Frank fell hard for Jackie and was so
convinced the feeling was mutual that he
took advantage of her visiting the rural
outpost where she was born, in order to

Five years ago, six
days after landing in
St. John’s for work

help her family resettle, to get a tattoo,
her name written over the Pink, White,
and Green tricolour that someone told
him was the “real flag of Newfoundland.”

Voting is our voice in a democracy. If you

a decade into an untrustworthy right wing

didn’t take the opportunity to officially

government and the spectre of a progressive

put your voice out there, where the hell

government is haunting the country. But so

do you get off having anything to say any

far during this campaign Tom Mulcair has

Moksha Yoga in the hope

other time? They mean well of course, and

backed out of the women’s issues debate,
to much criticism; he defended his earlier

of meeting a hot chick

loud music they played there to arrest

getting Stephen Harper out of office is pretty

praise of two of Harper’s biggest inspirations:

and did. Jackie was an

conversation. It was not a shriek of

goddamn urgent. But when people don’t
vote it’s because their voice isn’t part of the

Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan; and

enthusiast not only for

conversation to begin with. A recent Ipsos poll

the party kicked out a Nova Scotia candidate

downward dogs and

showed that 40% of voters didn’t see much

for speaking out against Israel’s treatment of

difference between the federal party leaders.

Palestinians.

sirisanas but for anything

related to offshore oil,
Frank Delory joined

with a sort of Eastern

Who cares if Harper is a crook if every other
politician is a crook too? What if the whole

If it seems unfair that I’m targeting Mulcair’s

system is crooked?

NDP when the Harper Conservatives

enlightenment vibe.

He premiered the tat over dinner at the
Adelaide Oyster Bar. Jackie’s scream
was mercifully lost in the punishingly

surprise. It was of horror. Admittedly the
tattoo was a bit of a rush job. But Jackie
hadn’t reacted to the unfortunate choice
of script or ink, but because Frank had
gotten it all wrong. Jackie thought they
were great friends, special friends even,
but nothing more. And what was with the
weirdo Irish flag? Her family, she told

are doing their damnedest to undermine

She introduced Frank to “mindfulness,” a

In the past few years progressive candidates

everything we hold dear about the Canadian

condition of self-awareness that now, the

have been capturing the attention of voters

myth, that’s the point. Any positive changes

morning after doing rails off the flush box

Next day, with the price of oil plummeting,

and then letting them down as soon as

that will come from getting rid of Harper

of a toilet in a bar on George Street and

the project to which he was assigned was

they’re in power. Barack Obama’s election

will never be more than a mere starting

demanding extra ice in his Jamesons in

put on hold and he was called back to

in 2008 had even some of the most jaded

point when even the progressive voice in

an effort to stay hydrated, only made his

Calgary. Someone said not to worry as

progressives crying tears of joy. Seven years

our electoral system is pulling to the right.

hangover worse. Frank really didn’t want

the Saudis were going to run out by 2030.

later the US is bombing the Middle East and

Electoral politics are limited by the social

to be “in the moment” when it was this

A day later he was informed the Calgary

Africa more than ever (drone strikes went

and economic structures that pervade every

yeasty and pregnant with regret.

office was also being shuttered and his

from 50 under George W. Bush to roughly

aspect of our lives.

500 under Obama–don’t forget he’s a Nobel

him, were of English descent.

new destination was Houston.
There was too much not to

Peace Prize winner), Guantanamo Bay is

So what is to be done? Voting isn’t the only

consider about St. John’s. The

“The crazy Newfies” at the St.

still open, and government surveillance

form of democracy. We have to engage with

taxi taking Frank to the airport

John’s office had thrown him the

keeps growing. Earlier this year the electoral

social movements that challenge those

had stopped for road repairs

going away party and he’d only

success of Syriza’s anti-austerity politics in

social and economic structures. Movements

being made to Portugal Cove

had time to rush back to the

Greece became the disappointment of major

that are working class, feminist, queer,

Road. A backhoe was punching

apartment and grab his bags with

austerity concessions to the European Union.

indigenous and anti-racist. No matter who

holes in long-awaited asphalt

the taxi waiting outside. He didn’t

This comes after a national vote to reject the

forms government we need to organize

so recently applied that it was

have a chance to go online and

within and between these movements.

steaming. The flag person, a

check to see if the flight was on

Voting should come with the

grandmother in hard hat and

time and was too out-of-it to be

pyjama bottoms, was twirling her

mindful of how foggy it was.

EU’s austerity measures, leading
Prime Minister Alex Tsipras to
resign and call for a snap
election. His approval
rating went from 61%
to 29%.
Right now Canada is in
a similar place as the US
was in 2008. We’re almost

Behind every
progressive government
policy throughout
history you’ll find a social
movement that forced
their hand.

understanding of its limits.
Behind every progressive

sign so that it spun wildly from

government policy

“Slow” to “Stop.” Contemplating

Air Canada told him it could be

throughout history you’ll

jobs awarded to lowest bidders

days before he could get another.

find a social movement that

in whose interest it was to do the

Rather than go back downtown

forced their hand. So by all

worst possible job so as to have

Frank checked into the Airport Inn

means vote, but much more

more work sooner did not lead to

to await the next flight out.

importantly, organize.
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Loopy for Loopholes: Harper
Sabotages Parliament’s Check on
Prime Ministerial Power with
Basically, omnibus
Omnibus Bills BY DREW BROWN
bills ... overwhelm
Oh man. It's finally October.
The month of reckoning.
The month, God willing, that
I can finally start prefixing
'former prime minister' to all
my complaints about Stephen
Harper. Or cry/drink a lot.
I guess we'll see.
The election is upon us so I don't mind
tipping my (poorly hidden) hand. Stephen
Harper sucks. He sucks on the environment,
indigenous rights, women's rights, foreign
affairs, humanitarian aid, social services,
intergovernmental relations, the rule of law,
civil liberties, maintaining the basic statistical
information necessary to coordinating the
operation of a transcontinental federal
state in the 21st century, and he also sucks
on the economy. He even sucks at being
a conservative. The government is only
shrinking in terms of the way it helps
people; it’s repressive and carceral (that is,
punishment and prison) dimensions have
expanded. Dude can't even be bothered to pay
veterans properly. What a hack.
Obviously there's a lot to complain about.
But because I'm a huge nerd I'm going to
complain about one of the (many) ways his
government has mistreated parliamentary
democracy: omnibus bills.
Basically, omnibus bills are when
governments package a whole bunch of
different (and often unrelated) measures into
a single, giant document in an attempt to
overwhelm Parliament and short-circuit its
ability to read, scrutinize, and debate each
item on their own merits. It's the legislative
equivalent of parking a truck diagonally
across three handicap spaces and planting
land mines around it in case anyone calls a
tow truck.

In fairness,
Harper & Friends

Parliament and shortcircuit its ability to read,
scrutinize, and debate
each item on their
own merits.

didn't invent this.
The Liberals used to
really like doing this too, and Young Stephen
Harper would get really really mad about it
until he discovered the joys of doing it himself.
But the Conservatives have perfected it
into an art. Omnibus bills are something of
a trademark. The Harper Government has
routinely dropped bills over 450 pages in
length in the House of Commons and routinely
invoked closure on them to force everyone to
vote on them. They dropped one that clocked in
at over 880 pages in 2010. Even the budget this
year ran almost 160 pages, and included bonus
provisos giving security officials the power to
seize passports and set up a new police force
for Parliament Hill.
Why? To deliberately sabotage Parliament's
function as a check on executive power.
Don't take my word for it: Reform MP
Stephen Harper chewed out the Liberals for
tabling a 21 page omnibus bill in 1994 by
noting that it would “ultimately go to only
one committee of the House, a committee
that will inevitably lack the breadth of
expertise required for consideration of a bill
of this scope.” Of course, that was Harper
Then – Harper Now would submit a few of
his own between 20 to 40 times the size.
He saw a loophole in the way our system
worked and instead of patching it up, he
drove a train through it. It's ruthlessly,
comically cynical. The opposition parties in
the minority government days (2006-2011)
were too impotent to challenge it and the
public has been too disengaged to care.
The Canadian system doesn't have many
written rules, so the way government
works is determined as much by habit and
convention as by design. We have lived
through almost a decade where gaming our

Building with
Local Products
Will Build
Local Economy
BY MICHAEL PHILPOTT

“Buy local” is a popular
refrain in food, culture,
and retail circles, and for
good reason.
Supporting local producers can keep
money in our community, increase variety
in our neighbourhoods, and minimize the
environmental impacts of shipping. And
while the “buy local” movement didn’t start
here, it has special importance for our
island. Our supply chains rely precariously
on good weather letting the ferry in.
Building local – with materials harvested
or produced locally, in a way that works
for our climate (more on that another
time) – is an implicit dimension of the local
movement. It is not a choice we make often,
or one we always realize is there, but it is
one with benefits. Building is big business,
and building local means big investment in
local initiatives. There is also big potential
for emissions reductions by minimizing the
shipping of heavy materials.
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tilts – were built of wood and earth,
materials easily shaped with light tools.
Early settler homes were similarly sourced,
but as communities grew, stone was added
to the built landscape. By the early 1800s
stonemasons lived in most major centres.
In the 19th and early 20th centuries the
availability of materials fluctuated, but
truly local buildings were common. A
number of brickworks operated near
Clarenville from the mid 1800s until
1999. Various quarries produced granite,
sandstone, and roofing slate. Lumber was
sourced across the island, and the nails
to fasten it were produced in St. John's
until 1982, when United Nail & Foundry
Co. closed its doors on Hamilton Ave.
Projects such as large churches continued
to import stone, but others, such as the
St. John's Court House, used local brick
and granite precisely because it made the
structure more our own.
Today our culture of construction is different
again. You won't find a local nail at Home
Depot, but you will find windows – vinyl
and wooden – made on the island. Many of
the quarries of the last 50 years have been
shuttered, but roofing slate is still produced
at Burgoyne's Cove and flagstone at Pynn’s
Brook. Some granite quarries still exist for
specific uses and special requests. Mills
across the island continue to turn Black
Spruce (our provincial tree) and others into
framing, flooring, and siding. And while
many historic structures lack insulation

A quick survey (ie. a glance out the window)
reveals that we have an abundance of
rocks and trees here in Newfoundland and
Labrador. Luckily, both make for excellent
building materials and have been used
creatively since building began here. The
earliest structures – Beothuk mamateeks,
Norse sod houses, and Labrador trapper's

altogether, modern insulating foam is now
produced in Bishop’s Falls. Building with
more of these and other local materials
would support our producers and minimize
shipping emissions. Using them well could
enhance the character of our architecture
by showcasing the beauty of our natural
resources.

(admittedly flimsy) democratic institutions
to make them work anti-democratically has
become the norm. The result is that we are all

few bad habits is hard to say. It depends how

poorer for it.

crowbar to the Commons hasn't done us a lot

cynical you feel about Canadian party politics.
But letting the Conservative party take a
of good over the last 9 years, and it's unlikely

Whether or not a change in government would

that'll change if they get another 4. God

buck this path of least resistance and drop a

preserve us if we hand them the keys again.
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More Bang for Your Busk
Amping Up Street Music
Downtown is a No-brainer
BY PATRICK BUTLER

Music, in a movie, is
everything. Jaws wouldn’t
be the same without that
famous, duh-duh, would it?
And imagine Indiana Jones
escaping a horde of angry
Hovitos without trumpets
blaring. You can’t. Without
music, it’s hard getting
that only-in-the-movies
atmosphere.

shopper, every newbie to St. John’s, every
weary traveller to emerge from a cruise ship
or a tour bus, were surrounded by music
as they walked through the city? Now that
would be something special.
If downtown St. John’s wants to see more
people milling about, more business activity
and more people out for a drink or a meal,
why not enhance the atmosphere that helps
draw people there in the first place?

The Four Sisters
and the Stars
of Heritage
Restoration
BY DAVE LANE

The stars have aligned!
The many elements required
for a heritage structure to
be saved and restored have
come together in the case
of a well-known set of St.

Street musicians in the city do a great job
– when they’re out and when they’re half
talented – but a few more players hitting
the bricks every day could do downtown
St. John’s a world of good.

John’s properties known as
The Four Sisters.
You probably know them: they’re the string
of four iconic homes on Temperance Street,

The people who sell Newfoundland tourism
on TV are masters at using music to reel you
in. (Eighty-year-old Grandmudder putting
clothes out on the line while waves crash on
the beach and a fiddle plays, etc., etc.) A little
camera work and some soft trad playing in the
background, and we’re glued to the screen.
It’s what’s so special about those
summer days when street
musicians get to work downtown.
And why the St. John’s Busker
Festival is so successful every
year. Music gives anywhere a
bit of charm.
In a place with as much
character as downtown St.
John’s, mind you, it enhances
that atmosphere tenfold.
Inject a bit of music, a bit
of life bouncing off the
storefronts and the pavement,
and all of a sudden the place
jumps out at you.
What if every time you were
downtown it was like that,
though? If every downtown

So rather than have street artists come and
go as they please, we should start actively
putting musicians on downtown curb stops
during the summer months.
This could be an extension of the City’s
current performance projects, like the Music
at Harbourside lunchtime concerts
that run through the summer into
September, and the new Bannerman
Park Concert series. St. John’s could
start by sponsoring local artists
or promoting busking locations,
encouraging more performers, especially
young musicians – our up-and-coming
fiddlers, singers, and guitarists – to
share their music in one of our most
beautiful public spaces.
There’s no better way to
promote one of the most historic
parts of the city than with the
music and the culture that helps
put it on the map.

near the entry to The Battery and Signal Hill.
Not only do they look cool, they have some
great stories behind them.
Samuel Garrett - the same guy who built
Cabot Tower - used stone from that project
to build the houses for his four daughters in
the early 1900s.
Even cooler (and more mysterious!) is the
fact that there is a tunnel leading from one
of the basements to a destination unknown.
Some say it supplied water from Quidi Vidi,
while others say it was an escape route from

once work begins."Until we develop x-ray
vision, there’s no guarantee what we’re
dealing with" inside the structures, says
Brian Marler, the experienced contractor
hired to oversee the restoration.
I met with Brian to get some insight into
the project, and what I discovered was that
we truly do need several stars to align for
something of this importance to take place.
Brian moved to St. John’s several years
ago, and as soon as he saw the Four
Sisters he decided it was his dream project.
Through the jigs and reels he did some
work with Judith Bobbitt, the owner of
three of the four houses, who in turn hired
him on. These two key components -- a
property owner who “gets it” and can afford
it, plus a contractor with experience and
passion -- are crucial to a restoration’s
success. But there’s more: the neighbours
have to be on board (fortunately the owner
of the “fourth Sister" has agreed to team up
for the project). And there has to be positive
public sentiment -- the community has to
have the awareness and the desire to see
the project take place.

the old Fort Townshend. Others still claim it

That last bit about the public wanting this

leads to the penitentiary.

to happen might sound obvious, but the

But here’s the story that really matters:

threat (and in some cases, reality) of other

amidst instances of heritage structures

historic properties being lost has added an

being torn down or neglected throughout the

urgency to saving what we can, while we

City of St. John’s, these four are finally in the

can. Many in our community see heritage

process of being saved.

preservation and restoration as a way to
sustain our economy, enhance our quality of

It wasn’t easy to get here; there are many

life, and connect us with our sense of shared

moving parts to a successful heritage

identity. But without the hard work of people

Downtown St. John’s will always

restoration. Not only do several types

in the position to take action, none of this

be a special place, but it could
learn a little from the movies.

of people have to come together to plan

would be possible. So let’s take a moment

and execute such a complex project, it’s

to celebrate and thank the many stars of our

A little music goes a long way.

impossible to predict what will be found

heritage community. May you forever align!
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Province Has Been Investing in Innovative,
Sensible Aquaculture & Fishery Initiatives
Using Lumpfish &
Cunners to Remove
Sea Lice from Farmed
Salmon

Another perk of using cleaner fish is that it’s an

(There is no hard evidence for this, yet there

“54417 Newfoundland and Labrador Co. Ltd.” is

all-natural, chemical free, and environmentally

is a pharmaceutical market for chitosan to be

bringing $3.5 million to this project. “Pre-rigor

friendly solution to a problem. Sometimes the

sold into). Tampa Bay Fisheries dries shrimp

processing” is about preserving the freshness

natural solution is the ... natural solution.

tails and sells them as an additive to cattle and

and tenderness of meat. Rigor mortis kicks in

poultry feed. Lobster Unlimited in Maine use

in fish pretty quickly after they die, affecting the

Shelling Out Shellfish
Shells: One Industry’s
Trash is Another’s
Treasure

chitosan to produce a soil quality enhancer.

quality of the meat. Keeping them on ice before

While there’s no published talk so far of what

processing them only delays rigor for so long.

they intend to do with the shellfish processing

So “pre-rigor filleting” betters shelf life, as well

byproduct, Quinlan Brothers Limited in Bay de

as product texture and colour translucency.

Verde is proposing the development of a shell

The extra robustness of fish that has been pre-

byproduct drying facility in an effort to deal with

rigor filleted is also said to reduce the damage

As it stands, shellfish processing activities in

the massive amount of shellfish processing

to meat caused by downstream processing

their heads: how to deal with sea lice? "Sea

Bay de Verde create massive quantities of waste

waste we’re simply tossing into landfills.

lice" aren’t lice; they’re the larvae of things

that is simply carted to a landfill and tossed

If it passes some environmental

like jellyfish, and they stick themselves to fish

away like trash. But it turns out there’s money,

testing, construction is expected to

for new processing technology is in

like parasites, feeding on their skin, mucus,

or at least a better waste management strategy,

commence late Fall 2015.

line with our government’s goals

and blood. In conjunction with Memorial

in the crustacean shells we’re throwing away.

University, the province has been exploring the

Material like shrimp heads, the shells from

Aquaculture is the most rapidly expanding food
production system in the world. It produces
about half of the seafood we eat worldwide,
and locally, provincial aquaculture generates
100+ million in economic activity every year.
But one issue has salmon farmers scratching

operations. So pre-rigor filleting will also
increase yield of product. “Support

of further diversifying the seafood

“Pre-Rigor”
Technology Will
Yield Fresher, Higherquality Fish Products

aquaculture sector” says Vaughn Granter,

industry, energizing rural economies,
and furthering sustainability in the

use of "cleaner fish" to eat the sea lice right off

shrimp tails, and the shells of crabs and lobster

of salmon, without damaging salmon stocks.

aren’t waste at all. If you run these items

Studies out of Scotland and Sweden have

through a press, and dry it with heat, you end

indicated that lumpfish and cunners (also a

up with an end product that is: 51% calcium,

fish) will gladly "clean" sea lice off the bodies of

30% protein, and 17% chiten. All useful things.

salmon, and as of 2015, we're ready to give it a

Protein can be used in animal feeds, calcium

The Provincial Government has committed

processed in Harbour Breton is critical to the

whirl in a real-world environment. The industry

in many things, and chitin (the main part of a

$1.5 million to expanding on the aquaculture

expansion of Northern Harvest Sea Farms

collaborator is Cold Ocean Salmon Inc., which

crustacean’s shell, which is easily converted into

industry in Harbor Breton. This includes

— a company that has received $8.15 million

operates a salmon aquaculture facility in St.

chitosan) has multiple potential uses. Scientists

refurbishing the wharf down there, but also the

from the Provincial Government toward a

Albarn's."Our in-house science and farming

in the food industry can easily add enzymes to

introduction of some brand new technology at

$17.6 million expansion of its operations and

teams are extremely pleased to be working

chitosan to create a thickening agent with uses

the fish plant. The new “pre-rigor processing

workforce. Overall, this investment will create

with world-class experts at the Ocean Science

in industries as diverse as paint manufacturing,

technology” has never been used in NL. It will

772 person years of employment, and $30

Centre to solve real world farming challenges,"

food, and cosmetics. Chitosan is also sold as a

help the plant produce fish of a higher grade of

million in wages, salaries, and benefits

says Sheldon George of Cold Ocean Salmon.

dietary supplement — a supposed fat burner.

freshness and quality. A company blandly titled

over the next 10 years.

Standing up
for YOU
Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North
@dalegkirby
709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Salmon
from farms in St. Alban’s will be processed
at this plant, and the ability to have fish
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Why Did Aqua & The Club Close?
Emily Deming in Conversation with Downtown Restaurants
Our collective ties to the
restaurant industry (22%
of Canadians’ first jobs
were in the industry) and
our necessarily personal
relationship with food,
give us, the public, a gut
attachment to restaurants.
We love to eat at them and critique them; we
are demanding and emotionally responsive to
them in a way we are not with any other retail
experience. But, no matter how much Top
Chef Canada we watch, we have no idea what
is happening behind the kitchen door. As Todd
Perrin of Mallard Cottage puts it, “Everybody
has some connection to the restaurant
industry. Everybody. But almost nobody
has any idea what’s involved in doing what
Restaurateurs do every day.”
“THE SKY IS ALWAYS FALLING”
When Mark McCrowe closed his two celebrated
and still popular restaurants last month, Aqua
and The Club, speculation ran rampant. Some
took the high profile closures as a sign of the
end times for the downtown core. As far as
McCrowe’s personal decisions, “The owner
and the bank are the only ones who really
ever know what happened,” says Steve Vardy
of Adelaide Oyster House. Every restaurant
owner I spoke with agreed that there are
as many reasons for a closure as there are
restaurants closing. But all of these reasons
seem to be threaded into the very fabric of the
restaurant business itself. Chef- or owneroperated restaurants have the thinnest of
margins. No matter how hard it is to get seated
on a Saturday night in August, just “flirting
with our toes in the black each month” is a
success according to Vardy. When really “killing
it” Perrin says the profits still hover at just
8-9% and it would be easy to lose even that

margin (and your shirt) in just one bad week.
Success is a form of steady maintenance, an
endless pursuit of daily/weekly/monthly just
breaking even and remaining in the black, and
hopefully, after the summer season, having
some cushion for the lean winter months
and whatever crises arise: staff turnover,
illness, equipment failure. Our local chefs
are, by all accounts, “killing it” on a national
scale (Raymond’s has been Best Restaurant
in Canada two years running, The Merchant
Tavern and Adelaide are both finalists for
EnRoute’s Best New Restaurant in Canada
2015, McCrowe himself won Chopped Canada
in 2014). While accolades may bring personal
satisfaction and possibly more customers, they
do nothing for the bottom line; they don't pay
the accountants, the plumber, the insurance,
or the staff. “The sky is always falling” says
Michelle LeBlanc of Chinched Bistro.
“THE BUSINESS MODEL FOR SMALL
RESTAURANTS IS BROKEN.”

For me it was a case of falling behind on taxes to CRA. The
restaurants were highly acclaimed ... did great sales and were very
busy places. This was really hard for me because the restaurants were my babies and I
had so many big ideas I wanted to implement but money was always the fuel that would
make these ideas come to life ... I started to find it so hard to keep up on the day to day
stuff like paying staff and suppliers that the fun got sucked out of running the businesses
... as well as not having time to run a kitchen as a chef which is what I was born to do.
[W]hen I was letting down the staff with pay that made the decision simple. I needed to
pull the plug. I had spent my whole adult life running Aqua and The Club. It was the best
experience of my life. We created a cuisine that meant something to us and received
many accolades .... Looking back I have no regrets about the last 7 years of ownership ...
cooking in Newfoundland is a gift and cooking for Newfoundlanders is my calling. That
will never change. I've had offers since closing to run restaurants in other provinces for
great salaries, but it was a no brainer, this is my home and this is where I cook.
-CHEF MARK MCCROWE ON HIS DECISION TO CLOSE AQUA AND THE CLUB

“BUT OUR MANY RESTAURANTS ARE
COMPETING WITH EACH OTHER, NOT
AGAINST EACH OTHER”

collectively, the restaurants in St John’s
are competing with Halifax and Montreal
for the business trips, the tourists, and the
conventions. He sees even the larger chains

Perrin sums up what I heard over and
over again, “The business model for small
restaurants is broken. We do it because
we love it.” In this light, some closures are

And what about filling seats? Is the market

coming in to downtown (which operate with

“saturated”? Are there enough of us dining out

higher name recognition, and more corporate

to support these businesses? Anecdotally,

support) not as a detriment, but as “gateway”

established spots have witnessed temporary

dining experiences that can be the first step in

actually success stories. Andrea Maunder,

dips in sales when a new place opens. But

educating new customers who may then push

who’s restaurant Bacalao was one of the

this effect fades quickly and everyone I spoke
with has instead seen a progressive increase

farther down the block the next time.

first fine dining establishments in town, says
that, to her, “For Bianca’s to close after 25

in tables seated. This is significant because

years is a success.” “Success” may not feel

over the past five years the total number of

triumphant. It can feel sad. But operating

restaurants in the downtown core has also

a business that runs on a model of daily

increased. “Genre” or “ethnic” food (i.e wood-

oversight is exhausting. Vardy talked about

fired pizzas, Korean) has seen twice as many

Others in the industry disagree, seeing the

the energy he expends on the line each day.

openings as closings. Slower growth has

influx of chains (second only to small scale

He knows it is not ultimately sustainable.

occurred in other categories (pubs, casual

ethic restaurants in rates of openings) as a real

Yet his business model only works with

dining/cafes, fine dining/gastro-pubs), but none

threat. Nancy Brace, the Executive Director of

him working the kitchen personally. He is

had a net loss. The diversity of our cuisine is

the Restaurant Association of Newfoundland

not (despite the energy he exudes) getting

increasing alongside the general growth.

and Labrador (RANL) has worked in the

younger. So what happens when one pivotal

To Jeremy Bonia (sommelier and part owner

restaurant industry for decades and holds the

person burns out? Or when tables lay empty

of Raymonds and The Merchant Tavern) the

city leaders and its people responsible for the

due to burst pipes? Or when heavy snows or

market itself is not an endemic resource

health, or failure, of the local food scene as we

municipal infrastructure maintenance keeps

but a broader geographic pool. In his eyes,

allow in (through development or patronage)

people away? The red swallows the black for

The Merchant Tavern is not competing with

the larger chains and franchises. But she has

a week. Or more. And you close.

the other restaurants on Water Street but,

also witnessed the incredible evolution, via

“WE’RE IN A TRANSITIONAL PHASE.
FIVE YEARS FROM NOW, MEDIOCRE
WON’T CUT IT.”
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rising expectations and competition, of the
restaurant industry in St John’s and believes
“It is in a transitional phase … five years from
now, mediocre won’t cut it. You’ll have to go
to a chain to get mediocre.” Mark McCrowe
agrees. "I've been part of the downtown
restaurant scene since I was a teenager.
Starting my career as a dishwasher and
working my way up as most do. I've seen
trends come and go both in food and in diners.
The one thing that stands out to me is that
more and more people want to eat out and are
just generally interested in good food ... back in
the day you had to work for that shit. You had
to seek it out. Now you see food everywhere
and it's amazing... it hasn't slowed down one
bit, it just keeps on growing."
AND THE FACTORS BEYOND CONTROL …
Restaurant culture has ramped up fiercely
in the past 5 years, correlating to a relatively
healthy economy in our province’s capital.
Newfoundland currently has the highest
median family income of the Atlantic provinces.
But economic indicators do not point forever
skyward. It is not in their nature. With our
GDP skewed towards mineral resources, and

with oil prices dropping, will negative effects
spiral down to the other industries, like health
care and retail (our largest employers)? Will
our restaurants start to suffer from smaller
household budgets if not from “saturation”?
If so, this would be more than just sad
for our palates as it could have a sort of
negative reinforcement effect since 6.6%
of Newfoundland’s workforce is employed
specifically in the restaurant and catering
industry. Will our tourism and hard won
national reputation keep us competing
with the outside world instead of scrapping
amongst ourselves? What crowds will the
new convention centre bring in April? Who
will be deterred by the dig along Water Street?
Whatever happens, our horizons have been
permanently expanded by the exquisite
flavour of the overall success of local
restaurants. Individual closures are inevitable,
and we are more aware now of what we lose
each time. With that in mind, let us go out this
month and celebrate the vibrant bounty of
what remains. Raise your oysters, housecured bacon, and vegan dumplings to toast
the chef-entrepreneurs who work so damn
hard every day to sate our desires and keep
afloat their dreams.

Local Plonks
Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
PACO & LOLA ALBARIÑO
Find it in the Spain Section

APOTHIC RED
Find it in the US Section

$22.95

$17.03

Grown in Galicia’s Rías Baixas under the

Possibly the most popular red wine

damp and chilly influence of the Atlantic,

on offer at the NLC is the Apothic Red,

the Albariño grape has, like us, developed

and no wonder, it taste like our beloved

a thick skin to survive. Thus, like us, it

Pepsay. It’s got intensely sweet cherry

delivers more flavour? …. wait … scratch

cough syrup notes and a creamy vanillin/

that comparison. The riño part of

lactic thing like one of those diabetic

the name comes from “Rhine” as

Frappacinos from Starbucks. A weirdo

the grape was once thought to be a

blend of Syrah, Zinfandel, and Merlot

descendant of the Riesling grapes

it’s purported to have 16 grams of

that show-off clinging to the

residual sugar! It is execrable shite

steep banks of that river. Even

really, shouldn’t even be called

though that turned out to

“wine” but rather a “wine drink.” It

be wrong, Galician Albariño

does nothing for food other than to

does take up minerals like
the Germanic grape, but has
a peachy, apricot thing going
on that you associate with
Viognier from the northern
south of France. The Paco &

f i xed

COFFEE & BAK I NG

Lola is a good and fairly priced
example. This is not reception
wine, it’s for food, preferably

LUNCH AT HARVEY
New MENU INCluDING
TACOS
LETTUCE WRAPS
NOODLE BOWLS
11:30AM TO 3pm - Monday to Friday
59 Harvey Road
www.fixedcoffee.com

/ THE OVERCAST /

fish, and very much the slivers
and tiles of which you find in
sushi. Screwcap is convenient
and reduces the chances of spoilage.
It wants to be served on the cold side
of cool. Wonderful stuff we are lucky
to have on the shelves. It marks a rare
success in the search for affordable and
drinkable white wine.

remind you how depressed you are
to be eating Mary Brown's in your
car for a third night in a row since
your wife threw you out and the
new girlfriend, Krystal,
always wants wine.
This California crap
is made industrially,
in big jesus vats. It
tastes boiled. Does
it have a purpose,
a role … yes, it is
drink-withoutthinking, to be
consumed without
paying attention
– to anything. If
that’s how you roll,
if you just cram
and/or pour any
old garbage in

a “plonk” is
a cheap wine

your pie hole this
is the wine for you.
Prediction: Diet
Apothic.
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Oktoberfest
Beer is Here ...
But What is it
Exactly?
Way back
when, before
the refrigerator
was invented,
we simply couldn’t brew beer
in the summer ... without
spoilage and subsequent
gutrot ensuing.

Beer Lovers
Behold
ZUZU LUXE
COSMETICS

10% OFF
UNTIL
OCTOBER
31

The Bier Markt is
Coming to St. John’s
The Bier Markt (don’t mind the spelling, just
pronounce it with your thickest German
accent), is a Toronto chain with a simple
claim to fame: 150 beers on the menu. From
30 different countries. Dozens of which are
on tap, there are seasonals, and townies will
finally have access to sour ales. The menu

Luxury colour cosmetics come in a
range of sophisticated, fresh colours. Made
with clean all natural ingredients, such as
spring water, herbs and vitamins, as well
as rare and exotic essential oils.

comes with a dictionary of beer so you can
properly explore the world of lagers and
ales. They’ll be setting up shop in the building
formerly occupied by The Keg on Harbour
Drive. (If you haven’t noticed, The Keg slid

Certified Gluten-Free, Vegan,
and Cruelty-Free

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

next door, to take over Legros & Motti’s old
building.) In addition to the overwhelming
beer menu, they serve food meant to
complement it, from gouda bombs and duck
wings, to charcuterie and schnitzel.

So brewing ended in Germany in the spring.
As a result, the last batch of beer for a year
began in March (aka “Märzen” if you speak
Deutsch, ya?). These brews, known as “Märzen
beers,” were kept in cold storage – as in stuck
down in a cave somewhere, and drawn upon
as long as people dared – throughout the
spring and summer months. It was common
to brew them to have a higher-than-average
alcohol content to help them keep. That
tradition has been kept alive. To best capitalize
on the sales potential of these temporarily
trending beers, it’s hard to find a true märzen
beer now from a North American Brewery.
“Oktoberfest beers” have replaced them to
better suit common tastes. But there is still an
element of allure to these Oktoberfest beers,
in that many breweries will make it their only
seasonal lager of the year. As far as taste
goes, hoppyness is usually riding shotgun
to their malty sweetness, with a toasty taste
going on. Body wise, they’re between lighter
summer brews and hearty winter brews.
Nowadays, they’re seasonally made available
to coincide with the largest beer festival in the
world: Germany’s Oktoberfest, which runs
late September into October, and sees more
than 6 million visitors a year. Many other cities
co-celebrate it, which has brought imports
of Oktoberfest beers worldwide, including
local NLC stores – if you’re quick enough.
While you can count on the Samuel Adams’
Oktoberfest to be around in steady supply, the
single bottles of Erdinger are already all gone
in many NLCs.
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Everything You Need to Know
about Oysters Since Everyone is
All about Oysters Now BY BADGE
Oyster season is upon us.
The “ber” months (September
to December) are a time of
post spring-reproduction
fattening and moderate water
temperatures. So now is
the time for ye oyster fans
and oyster virgins to try
the legendary and vaguely
sexualized foodstuffs
in their prime!
The recent film Shuckers follows Tim Rozon
(co-owner of Garde Manger in Montreal) and
Daniel Notkin (Montreal’s oyster guru and
Canadian shucking record holder) as they
delve into the rabbit-hole of professional
oyster shucking competitions. James Baran
(Chef de Cuisine at Garde Manger) took his
vacation to travel with Tim and Daniel Notkin
during the filming and was kind enough to
answer some of my questions about the
strange world of oysters.
Oyster’s ain't new. They are in fact around
265,000,000 years old and have been
cultivated through aquaculture since the holy
Roman Empire. With the advent of trawling
and industrial methods in the 1930s came
overproduction and consequently, habitat
destruction. Stocks were decimated and the
need for aquaculture resurged transforming
oysters from working-class fuel to upperclass fun.
Modern oyster farms operate with levels of
expertise approaching that of wine, cheese,
or chocolate producers. What becomes very
apparent when listening to an oyster expert
speak for any length of time is that oysters are
not homogenous. There is an oyster for every
mood and occasion with its composition dictated
by the subtleties of its growing conditions
- everything from water salinity, plankton
availability, and the tides make each oyster

unique even
within species or
a single batch.
Oysters in nature are also very, very
important. In many of their ecosystems they
take on the role of the primary algae and
phytoplankton filtration system. This prevents
dangerous algae levels from developing and
blocking sunlight to sea plants, which would
in turn destroy small fish habitat which would
in turn destroy the food source for bigger fish.
While they are an incredibly important part of
estuary ecosystems, their numbers are being
threatened by climate change. Rising PH levels
and water temperatures are increasing rates
of disease and decreasing the calcification
of shells which prevent fertilized eggs from
“catching” and maturing into “spat” (baby
oysters). Over the past ten years a scarcity has
developed due to the difficulties surrounding
modern production with producers unable and
refusing to sell inferior product.
Newfoundland does not naturally have the
conditions required to foster oyster beds
thanks to our rocky shores and very salty
waters. PEI, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia
however are renowned for their oysters Malpeques, Raspberry Points, and Lucky
Limes included. Often, these are flown in by
the case. This all means that in order to enjoy
premium quality oysters, Newfoundlanders
must go to great lengths. The quality of oysters
can deteriorate over the course of one week
- especially without proper refrigeration over
storage and transport.
So, if you want good oysters, go eat some!
Higher demand yields a stronger supply, a
stronger distribution chain, less waste, and
better margins for sellers - read: cheaper
and fresher oysters! Which is good, because
oyster cultivation is a sustainable and healthy
food that can be produced close to home.
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR WITH EMILY DEMING

The Day After
Thanksgiving: Turkey
Teas, and Veggie-butt
Broths.
If you are lucky enough to
have family nearby, you will
now commence the annual
glut of turkey suppers.

you are chopping various vegetables for
either dressing/stuffing or boiling/roasting,
keep all the ends or “butts” aside. If you
are a traditional “boiler,” save a nip of the
salty pot liquor and throw your erstwhilecompost into it and set it aside. After

And, while some Sundays you may want to

supper, peel away any chunks of turkey

die (or the culinary equivalent: diet) rather

worth saving for the aforementioned

than eat one more baked/boiled starch/

turkey teas and toss the rest of the bone-

fat, do not throw away your leftovers in

rich carcass right into the pot. No need to

a reactionary panic. A day-old turkey

wash that pot between boiling up Jigg’s

supper, requiring no assembly, is eternally

dinner and making broth. One less pot-

welcome come manic Monday. Make up

wash is at least 7 minutes you can now put

a few extra plates with your leftovers,

towards ass-on-sofa-with-family time. Fill

then tape a bag of Tetley to a tin of milk

to a couple inches below the rim with fresh

(assume NOTHING about another human’s
basic refrigerator contents), and work
off your binge playing the happy game
of Ding-dong-ditch-turkey-supper-onyour-doorstep; that old (horse)chestnut.
Surprise Turkey Tea from a friend is
antidote to the mounting terror of the early
setting sun. Sharing is good. Food is good.
Therefore math says that sharing food
is gooood. (Say it out loud like a ghost,
“gooood.” C’mon, Halloween will soon be
lingering on our candycorn breath).
If you do not want to give away your
bounty, but would rather stash it like the
smart and selfish squirrel,
consider storing it in the
form of broth. This
tactic has the added
benefit, if you are
the turkey supper

Hurry up before the “Brrrrr” months have us
locked inside eating nought but stew.

/ THE OVERCAST /

preparer, of making
clean up easier. As

water, bring to a rapid boil, then put the lid
on, turn down to as low as the stove top
goes and leave ‘er be until morning.
This long slow simmer will get all the good
out of the bones. In the morning, bring it up
to a boil once again with the lid off for 5-10
minutes, then turn it all off, lid on, and head
to work. By the time you are home, it will
have cooled down enough to store. Sieve
the broth into old yogurt containers (or
whatever plastic clutter is currently ruining
the aesthetic of your tupperware drawer),
label, and freeze. You can refrigerate
it overnight and skim the fat off before
freezing if you like. This boiledover-night broth will be as
thick as gelatin and
rife with flavour. You
have now sucked
the very marrow
out of your family
supper.
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Worth Your Dime
Select October Events
For comprehensive event listings
or to add your own events:
theovercast.ca/events

CATCH THE LAST
TWO WANL “COME
FROM AWAY” READINGS

HALLOWEEN
HANGOVER AT THE HALL

MULTIPLE DATES @ MULTIPLE VENUES

NOV. 1ST @ THE LSPU HALL

WANL, the Writers Alliance of NL, is a local
literary organization devoted to supporting
and promoting the writing scene in NL. They
also run an annual reading series in which
prominent local authors invite a favourite
Canadian author to come to Newfoundland for
a reading and discussion of their work. The first
invitee this year – now come and gone – was
Giller Nominee Marina Endicott, invited by
Leslie Vryenhoek. Still to come are last year’s
Giller Prize Winner Sean Michaels (invited by,
and to be introduced by Elisabeth de Mariaffi),
and Barry Dempster (invited by, and to be
introduced by Don McKay). Prior to winning the
country’s biggest literary prize last year, for
his debut novel Us Conductors, Sean Michaels
was already well-known for having started
one of the world’s first music blogs (Said the
Gramophone). Michaels can be caught at the
following times and places: October 1 in Corner
Brook (Swirsky’s at 8 PM), October 3 in Port
Rexton (Fishers Loft Inn at 6 PM), and October 4
in St. John’s (Ship Pub at 8 PM). Barry Dempster
is equally heralded as a poet (15 collections) and
fiction writer (2 collections, 2 novels), and is a
two-time nominee for the Governor General’s
Award. He can be caught at the following times
and places: October 21 in St. John’s (Eastern
Edge Gallery at 8 PM.), and October 26 in Corner
Brook (Swirsky’s at 8 PM). Surprisingly, media
failed to flag it last year, but Sean Michaels was
the first author to ever win the Giller with a
debut. Come see what all the fuss was about
with his novel Us Conductors last fall.

"Look, Halloween night takes its toll, we get it.
You’re hung over, we’re hungover, don’t worry
about it. Come down to the LSPU Hall and
watch Young Frankenstein with us. We’ll make
you a nice pancake breakfast. It’s November
1st, it’s Sunday, but we got you covered. Young
Frankenstein will be great because it’s pacing
and humour suits the hungover mind well.
You’re groggy, but still need that mix of slow
burn jokes and gag laughs that Mel Brooks
and Gene Wilder always bring out in spades.
Makes you feel like you got this, that you
can do it. Plus, you know, it’s Halloween so
Frankenstein just makes sense. Tickets will be
available at the door for just $10, which gets
you a seat to see the movie in the theatre,
as well as your pancake breakfast. You get a
dollar off if you’re still in last night’s costume
(you trooper, you).
The breakfast will start at 12 noon in the Cox
& Palmer Second space, and continue until the
movie starts at 2pm. We’ll also have some
popular Halloween specials playing on our
projector while you eat. After your first plate
of breakfast, each subsequent plate is only
$3! There will be coffee generously donated
by Jumping Bean on Duckworth St. as well as
juice. Vegetarian options will be available too.
Oh, and door prizes to be won. All proceeds go
toward the Hall, so eat up!"

IN A FOREST, DARK AND DEEP: A PLAY
OCT. 14–17 @ THE ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE
This play is Joint Productions’ eighth one and might be their greateth one. It’s Neil
LaBute’s In a Forest Dark and Deep – a play that had its world premiere production at
the famed Vaudeville Theatre in 2011, and stared Matthew Fox (“Jack” of Lost fame),
and English actress Olivia Williams. The townie version premiering this month will
star theatre veterans Jill Kennedy and Neil Butler. Coming off his successful stint
as Sgt. Daniel Hood in Republic of Doyle, Steve O’Connell will make a move from
screen to stage to direct the play. Many core members of Joint Productions, including
producer Ian Campbell and stage manager Stephen Samson, complete the team. In
a nutshell, In a Forest Dark and Deep is a “dark, comedic test of the familial bond.”
It chafes an academic, perfectionist against a crass carpenter to ensure friction in
the siblings’ relationship. “Once a dark secret is revealed, their already strained bond
is pushed to its absolute limit.” The 100-minute play is set in a midwestern cabin
during a violent storm. Sister Betty has called in brother Bobby on a favour – she
needs help quickly clearing the place out for new tenants. But on a good day these
two siblings can’t imagine how they came from the same mother. “Sniping about
their differences eventually leads them to griping about much more pressing matters,
when an unearthed photo leads to probing questions and dark
revelations.” The play will set you back $27, unless you’re a
student or a senior ($22). The show starts 8 pm every night
with a 2pm PWYC on the 17th too.
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Long Distance Runners’
Sophomore Effort Worth
the 5-Year Wait
BY CHAD PELLEY

You don’t make a quality
Thanksgiving turkey
without a lot of patience and
attention to detail. The same
goes for an album, and the
Long Distance Runners prove
it with their carefully crafted
October release, Elements.
It knocks the socks off
their 2010 debut, and that’s
arguably the point of a new
rock and roll album.

rock, with the pounding drums cranked to the
fore, and a truly killer grade-A chorus.
The production value on this record elevates
the music to heights many local releases
fail to reach, as the sheer quality of these
recordings demand you take note of how
utterly un-lazy the band’s compositions are on
these tracks.
Keeping things fresh, track 4, “Wolves,”
softens things up a little with phased-out
vocal tracks and boasts some inventive lead
work that really ties the ambitious song
together. Even a simple acoustic song gets
the sophisticated, orchestral treatment of the
album’s rockier songs.

What stands out the most is the patience and
execution in the moulding of song structures
The band chemistry is through the roof. It
on the album. Elements is a carefully crafted
can’t hurt that, for this album, they’ve picked
and sophisticated exploration of rock and
up a new bandmate in local musical wonder
roll. Flourishes of everything from flutes
Ilia Nicoll. She and the
to brass fill and build the
band’s frontman Chris Picco
songs to create a soild,
had been playing music
satisfying album displaying
together for years when
noteworthy diversity track
ALBUM RELEASE
Chris asked her to be a
to track. There’s even
guest on the new album.
October 9th
thought gone into the cover
“We had such a blast in
@ The Rock House
art: inside the album, a
the studio,” she says, “that
with The Stogies &
panel of film-looking plastic
when they asked me to join
Pathological Lovers.
awaits you – it you run it
the band, and told me they
DOORS 10PM / $10
across the album art, the
wanted me to play electric
album art comes to life.
guitar, I said yes!”
A press release from their
publicist at Pigeon Row draws comparison
to the “breathiness of Tame Impala and the
rootsiness of Wilco,” and they’re not bad
comparisons. The album sounds elemental,
big, and bold. It kicks off with “The One,” a
song so huge and orchestral it demands you
give the album the careful, engaged listen
it deserves. Track 2 – the album’s 1st single,
“You Gotta Remind Me” – lives up to the big,
full sound of its predecessor, sharing its
controlled intensity and adding an effective
dose of accessible psych-tinged rock. Track 3,
“Pulling It Together,” is another great spin on

The two toured together in 2013 to promote
Chris’s solo album, The Beach. “From that
experience I knew that Ilia was a great
musician who always brought creativity and
positivity to the table,” Picco says. “Although
she may have started as a guest on Elements,
it wasn't long until her sound helped shape
the album into what we feel is our most
adventurous and fully realized work yet.”
Fittingly, the two come together quite
wonderfully in a country duet to close the
album with “Walk Straight.” No two bones
about it: Elements is a serious contender for
local album of the year to date.

OLD MAN LUEDECKE
ON THE NEW
RECORD, PLAYING
ST. JOHN’S THIS
MONTH, AND
BEING A DOMESTIC
ECCENTRIC
BY SHANNON
WEBB-CAMPBELL

Being a solo banjo-playing
troubadour, Old Man
Luedecke has always
been a touch eccentric.
Despite touring the world, he’s feeling far
more domesticated these days, being a
father of three, and having just celebrated
his 10th wedding anniversary. His latest,
Domestic Eccentric, plucks at the notion
of home. “I realized I was writing mostly
songs about needing to leave home, and
writing about home, and it became a
concept record,” says Luedecke, calling
from a Big Stop in rural Nova Scotia. “I
wanted to reconnect, and made some
decisions about what I wanted to do, and
what was important.”
For Luedecke, being true to where
he is in life is paramount. He aims to
honestly express himself as a musician,
and honour individuality. Based in
Chester, Nova Scotia, Luedecke recorded
Domestic Eccentric with Grammy-winning
multi-instrumentalist Tim O’Brien in
a wintery cabin he built out behind his
house. The two were snowbound for a
week, recording at all hours. “I’ve always
thought of art as being kind of individual,
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something unique is more interesting
to me than something that is an effort
to sound already successful. That’s a
challenge,” he says. “The banjo is not
going to be on the radio’s top 40.”
With two Juno Awards, a Polaris Prize
shortlisting, an East Coast Music Award
Album of the Year, and six albums under
his belt, Luedecke’s discography proves
he’s a timeless songwriter.
Domestic Eccentric opens with a prologue
version of “Yodelady,” a signature live tune
from his early days. “I haven’t sold it since
I started. I really wanted to reconnect with
the song because, in a way, this is a return
to my Hinterland album. I thought it was
really important to do this song with Tim.
It’s described as a prologue because it
revisits, and prefaces the crazy to come.”
Luedecke has always been a poethearted balladeer in a time of modernday distractions and disassociations.
Domestic Eccentric is a testament to
confidence, craftsmanship, love, honour,
family and standing your ground in a
dizzying world. In his song, “The Girl in
the Pearl Earring,” he declares: “you can’t
fake a work of heart.”
Luedecke describes Domestic Eccentric as
portrait of friendship –along with recording
with O’Brien, who he’s worked with several
times, engineer John D. Southern Adams
joined him, and vocalist Jennah Barry, who
left her own dinner guests waiting when
she came to sing on “The Briar and the
Rose” (a stunning love song to Luedecke’s
wife Teresa), all players are close to
Luedecke’s heart and home. During the
recording process, even his kids chimed in.
“My kids quote from my songs, they know
the words. ‘The Briar and the Rose,’ a song
about my wife, uses the name Delia Rose,
which is one of my kids’ names. She thinks
the song is about her.”

Luedecke returns to St. John’s, “my favourite city to play,” and performs at
LSPU Hall on October 27th for a Mighty Pop presentation. Show starts at 8pm;
tickets $25 at The Hall. There will also be a show on the 26th, details were not
hashed out at the printing of this article.
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Joanna Barker in Conversation with Ilia Nicoll
As St. John’s artist Ilia Nicoll

Ilia: Yeah! It's a good question because right
now I'm focused in three very different areas
of my life and in each area there is a project
that will culminate at the end of October. So
in addition to music I am doing my Masters
in Linguistics and currently finishing up my
thesis, and I also have a doll making project
that has been on going for a few years now.

prepares for the release of
her sophomore album, i in
team, she is completing her
Masters, creating a zine, and
shooting a music video.

Joanna: Can we talk a little more about the
dolls? These are handmade dolls that you
design and create?

She took some time from her very busy days
to speak to me about all of this – and more.
To read the full interview (which includes
fleshier answers to these questions, more on
abortion, selkies, self-guided art therapy, the
making of the album, and why she dedicated
the album to her thesis advisor) check out The
Overcast’s website.

Ilia: Yes, I started a few years ago making these
dolls. I got the idea from my Dad. When I was
a kid, he made these plasticine dolls and he
would fill them with organs and put a stomach
over them and then give us knives and say,
"Okay! Operate!" So I decided I was going to
try and knit a doll like that plasticine man. So
I did that and that was a success so I went on
to try different things with no plan-- only the
most basic knitting skills are needed to do it.
I've recently been working on a doll series that's
about abortion. The idea was to try and get to

Joanna: As a performer, your audience knows
that you aren't a one-trick pony. You’re a multiinstrumentalist. We know about your musical
diversity. But music isn't your entire life, it's
just a piece. Do you want to tell me about other
major projects going on in your life outside of i
in team?

the experience that a
woman has before any
kind of judgement
steps in…
Joanna: That is such an
important conversation and
I look forward to seeing
the project!
Joanna: There's such a
diversity of sound on this record. Maybe that
speaks to the diversity of Ilia this past year,
with all of the different projects...
Ilia: Ha, yeah. And it's a little more
outspoken. It's interesting that the songs
are louder, I'm not sticking inside a genre
terribly carefully. It's definitely lost some
self-consciousness and is making bolder
statements, that's for sure. I dunno, I'm less
afraid of speaking up.
Joanna: Speaking of "speaking," can we talk
about the recording of the vocal tracks?

One Guy Lo-Fi: Bleu Releases Softmore
Effort, It Comes in Waves BY BRAD PRETTY

Ilia: Yeah, sure. It was great,
I was left alone in a room
and just banged out the
songs one after another.
And I think I only re-did
the vocals on two of the
tracks. But the rest of
them, that's how it
sounded the first time
it came out and we were like "Good!
Next!" It was so much fun! That's HUGELY
different from the last album. I’ve been in the
studio with tons of other people while they do
their vocals and this idea that "Oh don't worry!
You can do it as many times as you want until
you get it perfect!" isn't freeing for me. Maybe
some people find that reassuring but for me
that just means "Now I have to do this until
it's perfect" and how do you know when it's
perfect? There are so many beautiful mistakes
that can happen, and that you lose, when
you're seeking perfection.
Halloween Album Release!
Halloween at the Ship with klezmer band
opening and Ouroboros closing.

throughout the 8 songs, taking full
advantage of the sonic confines and using
those barriers to hone in and craft pieces
that are intensely focused, yet diverse. The
album has everything from soft and lush

The project of bedroom-mastermind Marcus Mclaughlin, Bleu,
has entranced St. John's with a unique brand of ambient rock
that treks through a range of melodic stylings.

His latest offering, It Comes in Waves,

That steadiness can be attributed to

of layers from the song without stepping

is a melting pot with the lid on. Here,

Mclaughlin's personal stake in the process.

on any toes or anything.”

Marcus has carefully constructed a

While his live show consists of a very

subdued melancholic ride that stretches

capable backing band, for him, recording

Outside of that holistic creative control,

the limits of its lo-fi charm. Atmospheric

is a solitary endeavor. “I recorded the

Bleu's sound comes from the constraints

and exceedingly grand, it's complimented

drums in our rehearsal space which is on

of his recording setup. “I can hear the

by low key hooks and a breezy, laid-back

the other side of my bedroom wall. So all

audio-snobs chuckling in my head at the

vibe. It's a testament to consistency; the

instruments/vocals were done between

setup I have,” he muses. “Working within

album's strength lies in how the variety

those two spaces, by me. It makes the

some form of limitation tends to really

of songs manage to meld into a sound

finished product feel a lot more personal too

push your creativity to new levels.” It is

all its own.

because I can add or take away any amount

that very creativity that is on full display

transitions to poppy indie rockers that
harken to Built to Spill.
“Killing Time,” one of the standouts,
has a McCartney-esque whimsy to it.
Underneath a bedroom sound dripping
with reverb lies a real penchant for
musical exploration, something that
Marcus and the band have already taken
on the road to share. He plans to do it
again soon, saying that they'll “...also
be doing a small stint around Atlantic
Canada in the coming months, to tie us
over until summer.” It's a bright future
for a project with such a bright feel.
It Comes in Waves demonstrates real
creativity in a town which is fueled by it.
A real St. John's gem.
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MusicNL Releases
Shortlists
and Details on
MusicNL Week
2015
Every year, MusicNL runs a
great “MusicNL Week” that
includes a series of panels,
musical showcases, and an
awards ceremony. This year’s
MusicNL Week takes place
from Oct. 14th - 18th.
Trophies are doled out in multiple award
categories for both musical genres, and,
industry awards. Singer-songwriters Damhnait
Doyle and Kim Stockwood will host the 2015
Music NL Awards Brunch at the Delta, 11 a.m.,
on Sunday the 18th. As always, the conference
will focus on “the business inside a creative
world,” so local musicians can learn how to
monetize their music, better succeed in their
endeavours, and generally get a little more
ahead of the game. Friday’s PD panels at The
Delta include topics like “Where Do I Begin Business Planning & Investment,” “Making a
Record - The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly,”
and a town hall focussing on marketing,
branding, and acquisitions. For those looking
to become an economically viable one-person
performer, Saturday will include an interactive
workshop, “Looping for Solo Performing

ALBUM OF
THE YEAR
The Ennis Sisters
Everglow
Fortunate Ones
Jerry Stamp
Kat McLevey
ALTERNATIVE
RECORDING OF
THE YEAR
Matthew J Thomson
& Danielle R Hamel
The Sauce
Waterfront Fire
Werewoman
AE Bridger
CELTIC
TRADITIONAL
RECORDING OF
THE YEAR
Aaron Collis and Duane
Andrews The Ennis
Sisters
The Freels
The Bishops
COUNTRY
RECORDING
OF THE YEAR
Quentin Reddy
Dave McHugh

Chris Ryan
Dave Thomson
Chris Gill       
                                                
ENTERTAINER
OF THE YEAR
The Once
Fortunate Ones
Waterfront Fire
The Ennis Sisters
Everglow                        
                               
FEMALE ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
Kat McLevey
Katie Baggs
Matthew J Thomson &
Danielle R Hamel
Selina Boland
Amy Wilson    
                                   
FOLK/ROOTS
RECORDING OF
THE YEAR
Fortunate Ones
Kat McLevey
Katie Baggs
Amy Wilson
Dave Whitty         
                                         
GROUP OF
THE YEAR
Fortunate Ones

and Film Composing.” Other PD events on
Saturday include “Time + Paper = Money Rights, Royalties & Registrations,” followed by
MusicNL’s Annual General Meeting from 4-5.
For a night or two of live music, hit up The
Ship, The Levee, and Bridie Molloy’s Friday and
Saturday nights, where several acts will play
30-minute sets. The Rockhouse is involved
Friday night. Sunday will be the Awards’ Brunch,
11-2 at The Delta, and will include some
nominee performances as you eat. That leaves
time to stretch your legs before a songwriters
circle, 4-6, at the LSPU Hall. The MusicNL Week
ends with a blow-out “Supershow,” from 8-10
at The Rockhouse, featuring The Once and
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The Swinging Belles
The Sauce
The Ennis Sisters
Waterfront Fire        
                                      
INSTRUMENTAL
RECORDING OF
THE YEAR
Ouroboros
Aaron Collis and Duane
Andrews
     
JAZZ/BLUES
RECORDING OF
THE YEAR
Dave Mundy
The Swinging Belles
Denis Parker and the
Modern Saints
Scott Downey  
                                              
MALE ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
Mick Davis
Jerry Stamp
Quentin Reddy
Matthew J Thomson &
Danielle R Hamel
Adam Baxter              
                                               
MUSIC VIDEO
OF THE YEAR
The Once

15

Jerry Stamp
Fortunate Ones
Everglow
TERRA                
                              
POP/ROCK
RECORDING
OF THE YEAR
Mick Davis
Everglow
Selina Boland
Todd Scott
TERRA
                                                           
RISING STAR
OF THE YEAR
Fortunate Ones
Kat McLevey
TERRA
Everglow
Matthew J Thomson
& Danielle R Hamel  
SONGWRITER
OF THE YEAR
Everglow
Mick Davis
Fortunate Ones
Chris Ryan
Jerry Stamp

Steve Maloney. Other acts
not yet confirmed at the
printing of this article.
THE MUSIC AWARDS
For the music awards, MusicNL members
submitted their applications, which were
adjudicated by committees of Atlantic Canadian
and international jurors. Fortunate Ones lead the
pack this year with a whopping 7 nominations,
Everglow bagged 6, and the following 4 bands
are in a 4-way tie for the third most nominations
(4): The Ennis Sisters, Jerry Stamp, Kat McLevey,
and Land of Lakes (formerly known as Matthew
J. Thomson & Danielle R. Hamel).

The Province’s Richest Music Prize
is Looking for Your Album!
THE OVERCAST’S ANNUAL $1,000 BOREALIS MUSIC PRIZE recognizes
uncommon talent, potential, and originality in any genre of music by a local artist. There is no
entry fee, and you don’t even need to submit. But if you’re worried we might not have you on
our radar, shoot an email to submissions@theovercast.ca by October 15th to double check.
Release Date & Album Length Eligibility: Your album must have been released between
Oct. 14, 2014, and Oct. 15, 2015; Be at least 6 songs or 30 minutes long; Be at least 80% original
music. Longlist Reveal: a 20-album longlist will be revealed in November’s print issue. 1 song
from each longlisted artist will make our annual “Big Townie Tunes” compilation.
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Two
Local
Tattoo
Artists
on Their
Own
Tattoos

BOTANICA 10% OFF
LIQUID
PHYTOCAPS
UNTIL
OCTOBER
31

Created using a patented delivery system,
offering the power of a liquid extract, with the
convenience of an easy-to-swallow, vegan
capsule. More than 1000 mg of raw herb is
contained in each dose, which keeps your daily
dosage needs to a minimum.
Herbs used are organic or eco-cultivated
and tested to be free of heavy metals.

BY ALYSON SAMSON

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

Why do you get tattoos?
Why does anyone? Have
you ever wondered why
the people who give you
tattoos got theirs?

be like yeah screw it,” she said. One day a shop

expression comes from clothing or something

she was working in had five cancellations, so

that you do, music or art or whatever, we’re

she filled that time by getting a camel tattooed

just looking for a way to express uniqueness.

on her toe. Even though it was “spur of the

Tattoos, they're a way for people to express

Dave says he doesn’t really have any “whim”

moment, I do not regret that one.”

little bits of themselves to the outside world

tattoos, and that “not all of them carry specific

without having to shout it.”

meanings, some are very distinct to me or my

LAURA CASEY @ LADY LO

siblings taken when she was about one. She
says her mom didn’t love it, saying there were

Dave Munro is the owner of a popular, long

balance between how people with tattoos

Laura Casey is likely better known under her
studio moniker Lady Lo, and is now into her
third year at her Duckworth Street studio, Lady
Lo’s Custom Tattoos.

“a lot better photos of you guys!”

running studio called Trouble Bound. Dave’s

are viewed, in that a “260-pound male with

first tattoo came when he was 16, he has since

tattoos” will be regarded differently than, say,

covered it with another piece.

a woman. “A woman will always find that they

Laura got her first tattoo, two swallows on
her ribcage, at age 15, an age she says is a bit
earlier than she’d recommend to any of her
clients. She drew the birds herself, and says
that even at such an early age, the tattoo was
“very sentimental” to her.
Now Laura has 17 pieces in total, “with two
pieces merging together on my back.” While
working in the industry, she got a few tattoos
she said she wouldn’t have normally planned.
“Sometimes when you’re not busy you can just

family, or where I come from.”

Other pieces that she did plan feature photos of
her family, including a Polaroid of her and her

As for the ravens on her hands, she got the

learning about Easter Island on a 70’s TV show
called Max the Mouse.

DAVE MUNRO @ TROUBLE BOUND
Dave also thinks there is still an unequal

will get asked more questions and face more

idea while travelling. “They live in family
groups, they leave each other in the day time,

Tattooing wasn’t really considered a profession

social pressures for having tattoos than I will …

but they always go back and nest together.”

when Dave got his start, working in one of only

because our society is f**ked.”

Laura said that love tattoos are something

about five tattoo shops in Toronto back in 1993.

she and her husband have in common, and

He’s now been doing it for 22 years.

So then why do people get tattoos? Dave
thinks it’s because people are stupid, but that’s

the ravens aren’t the only ones they share. “I

half the fun of it for him.

have what you would call a glove, it starts on

Many of Dave’s own tattoo inspirations come

my forearm and goes down to my hand, and

from his favourite movies. “My left arm is

my husband has the upper half, it starts where

mostly movie monsters because I grew up

“Human beings have been stabbing each other

mine ends, and goes up his arm.”

watching monster movies.”

with charcoal and soot since the dawn of time,
it predates language…we’ve always done it, I

Laura says people get tattoos because “we

His right arm is a little more serious, featuring

don’t think we’ll ever understand why we do

live in a culture where we’re constantly trying

Easter Island statue heads – a fascinating

it. It’s not practical and it’s not logical, and it’s

to find a way to seek individuality. Whether

discovery that has stuck with him since

one of the things I enjoy about it.”
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New Shoe Shop, Soul Studio
Shoes, at 351 Water Street

Kathryn Bruni-Young
NOVEMBER 7+8 /2015

BY LAUREN POWER

“Like many great ideas,
the idea for Soul Studio was
conceived over a glass of
wine,” says Soul Studio
co-owner Julie George.

STRENGTHEN YOUR PRACTICE
Detailing the Upper+Lower Body: Strength+Balance+Flexibility

SATURDAY. NOV. 7 // 2PM - 5PM

FEELING LIGHT BY GETTING STRONG
ALL WELCOME

100

$

SUNDAY. NOV. 8 // 2PM - 5PM

ALL LEVELS ACCESSIBLE PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

BOTH WORKSHOPS

60

$

WORKSHOPS INDIVIDUALLY

REGISTER ONLINE OR AT MOKSHA YOGA ST. JOHN'S

10

% FOR MYSJ
OFF

VIP MEMBERS

SPACE IS LIMITED

FOR DETAILED WORKSHOP OUTLINE VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM

“Myself and Paula McDonald, who have been
friends as well as next-door-neighbours for
many years, were having a casual dinner one
night last fall when it came up about how
hard it was to find a good pair of shoes in
the city anymore.” As business owners (Julie
with The Golden Tulip Fine Jewellery, and
Paula with Nu Image Design Salon and Spa),
they decided to pair up.
Soul Studio is located on the ground floor of
351 Water, the new office tower on the West
end of Water Street. “With over 50 brands
from all over the world, we've put together
as fine a collection of men’s and ladies’
quality footwear as you’ll find anywhere in
Canada,” says Julie.
Now with winter closing in, Soul Studio has
boots from Blondo, Geox, Valdini, Rieker,
Joseph Siebel, and Clarks. “We have boots
that are waterproof, stain-resistant, insulated,
and breathable, not to mention fabulouslooking as well,” says Julie. “If this winter is
anything like the last, we’ll need them!”
Starting this fall, the shop will also be
featuring designer sealskin boots and purses
from the Canadian fur company North Atlantic
Fur Group, based out of Clarenville.

ST. JOHN’S
223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET | 709.753.0206 | Follow Us On
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Add some Soul to Your Soles

A WEEK-END WORKSHOP

A Technical Look At Yoga
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“Just because the surroundings may be nice,
it doesn’t necessarily follow that the prices
have to be high,” says Julie, who stocks
names including Cole Haan, Peter Kaiser,
and Michael Kors, with a savvy sales team to
back up the brands, and provide advice. “If a

woman was looking for
that perfect ‘go-to’ fall
shoe I would probably recommend her getting
a ‘shootie,’ a low-cut ankle boot that is really
a cross between a shoe and a bootie,” says
Julie. “Perfect to wear indoors or out, with
pants or leggings and just as fabulous with a
dress, shooties are very hot this fall! Dekode,
Hispanitas, and Everybody have some
gorgeous little examples of these for the fall.”
For something special, Julie suggests
Beautifeel, “an Italian shoe that strikes the
perfect balance between unbelievable comfort
and high fashion.” She also places France Mode
and Un Tour Un Ville, both out of France, very
high on the list with inspirational design and
creative colour combinations and material.
In the footwear biz, Julie sees plenty of
trends that she would like to see kicked to
the curb. “The main footwear fail that I see
in people’s habits is that they are sometimes
tempted by the wrong shoe for their needs.
If you spend a great deal of the day on your
feet, for example, then don’t be tempted by
those high heels! As gorgeous as they may
be, it is probably not the wisest choice! Look
instead for something with a shorter stack
heel and cushioning that offers a bit of height
as well as stability and comfort. Your feet will
thank you for it later!”
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For a full list of
events happening
at the Festival of
New Dance, October
6-10, check out
festivalofnew
dance.ca

Turning 25
Festival of New
Dance Marking
a Milestone
This Month
BY MEGHAN MCCABE

Confined to a wheelchair,
a lone figure takes the stage.
And dances. It’s one of
the eclectic performances
in Neighbourhood Dance
Works’s 25th annual Festival
of New Dance, set for
October 6-10 in St. John’s.

The piece, by quadriplegic dancer France
Geoffroy and co-creators Sophie Michaud and
L E M M (Martin Lemieux) is one executive

art, they love fine art, they’re not afraid of
challenging work, they’re not afraid of work
that makes them question major issues.”

director Calla Lachance highlights as a “can’t

That takes commitment from everyone
involved – performers to funders. Plus
there are plenty of haters who don’t see the
point in the arts, particularly government

miss.” Lachcance says it offers something

People will witness the weirdness that

grant funding.“It’s really hard to care about

different, exactly what the Festival of New

is creating a dance piece in one of the

art, period, when you look around you and

Dance (FND) is about.

community-centric aspects celebrating 25

see what’s happening [in the world],” says

years. 25/25/25 Dance Project, conceived and

Lachance.

“The festival, in my mind, is always a

directed by Newfoundlander Anne Troake, is

celebration of artists from here, artists from

described by FND as guerilla art-making: 25

“We feel that, I feel that. I feel like, ‘why does

away, artists who are new and emerging, and

works 25-seconds long will be created by 25

somebody want to come and support a dance

artists who are internationally celebrated. It

choreographers in 25 minutes, live in front of

festival when they could be giving to refugees

celebrates dance on the small scale and on a

an audience.

and other causes.’ But we know that we

big scale,” says Lachance.

are a part of our social fabric and we play a
Lachance says they’re very cognizant of

really important role the same as every other

25 years of festivals is a lot of “new” dance

attracting new audiences, so there’s a range

aspect of building healthy people, healthy

in a city the size of St. John’s. Lachance says

of programming and workshops over the

communities, involved, engaged, passionate

the strength – and spirit – of the community

week of FND. Art is not without a bottom

civic people – the arts are part of that.

are clear in the longevity of FND and other

line: shows need audiences and workshops

local festivals. The St. John’s International

need participants. “We want the festival to

“A world that is a better place is a world that

Women’s Film Festival marked 25 years last

be accessible, even if there’s just one show

includes art, and it reflects this crazy world

October, and Lachance says both festivals

in the program for everybody. I’m not saying

that we live in,” says Lachance.

starting around the same time shows the

everything would appeal to every person

sort of renaissance that was happening then

and I don’t think it should, because I think if

Meghan McCabe has been involved in the

– which the community supported. “People in

you’re programming to a community you’re

Festival of New Dance and Neighbourhood

St. John’s have a very discerning eye for great

programming a very diverse program,”

Dance Works, and will appear in this

art,” says Lachance. “They love performing

says Lachance.

year’s festival.
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Welcome
to The Manor
Mel Oates and Jess Anderson
Discuss Their New Web Series
BY MARK HOFFE

The series marks Oates’ debut as a comedy
writer and director, and she credits the cast

The days of traditional
film and television
consumption are on the
brink of extinction. A large
majority of people consume
content via a few taps on a
mobile device. Some people
lament the loss. Some people
celebrate the digital cloud
that hovers over our heads.
Mel Oates and Jess Anderson of Carrie at
Heart Productions are two people who prefer
to celebrate. “The web is just where people
consume content,” says Oates. “We want as
many people to see our show as possible.”
The show is The Manor, a soon-to-bereleased web series co-produced by Oates
and Anderson with Oates also writing and
directing.
Inspired by real life, The Manor is crafted
as a seven-part series that spans seven
rooms – one room per episode - in an
ancient downtown house. It stars Heather
Power, Renee Dumaresque, and Shawn
Parsons as three 20-something roommates
whose individual dilemmas collide to achieve
the series’ compelling and eccentric comedic
tone. “I lived in a big, gorgeous house on
Cathedral Street with two roommates,”
explains Oates. “The house was built in the
1890s and had been a funeral home, a home
to twenty Russian circus performers in the
60s, and a ‘green house’ at one point. Solid
history. We named it The Manor and we
developed a bit of our own language
and sayings.”

with making her job a joy. “They are so friggin’
talented and hilarious, it’s not fit,” beams
Oates. “They’ve taught me so much. They’re
all such incredibly different actors. Figuring
out what each of them needs from me has
been interesting and challenging.”
Apart from artistic challenges, Oates
and Anderson also shared fears about
how to produce a series on a very limited
budget. Those fears were alleviated when
they realized how much support the local
community provides. “We’ve had a couple
of snags, but nothing can stop us!” says
Anderson. “We were lucky enough to get
funding from the NLFDC for the first two
webbies, and Mel received an ArtsNL grant.
Other than that, virtually everything else
was done in-kind, meaning the awesome
cast and crew donated their time and talents
towards this project. We couldn’t have done
this without them.”
“The NLFDC has been a rock solid support,”
adds Oates. “I like to think of them as dream

TERROR-NEUVE:
Five Horror
Films Shot in NL
BY LAUREN POWER

If you’re looking for a
scary movie to get you
in the Halloween spirit,
check out any of these
feature-length horror
films shot on location here
in the province.
ORCA: THE KILLER WHALE (1977)
Filmed in: Petty Harbour
Most famous person in the movie: Richard
Harris (Dumbledore #1); Bo Derek
A killer whale goes Blackfish after
witnessing his mate’s death at the hands
of man. Orca is a lot of things: it’s Jaws,
it’s Moby Dick, it’s a 1970’s revenge
film, it’s a trip to the Petty Harbour Mini
Aquarium.
BEHIND THE WALL (2008)
Filmed in: Ferryland and St. John’s
Famous local: Jody Richardson
This haunted house thriller is set in Maine,
but it’s actually the Southern shore. It uses
the Ferryland lighthouse as the setting for
a horrific ghost story instead of adorable
picnic lunches

catalysts. We have such a skilled, talented,
and enthusiastic crew. I'm so grateful to
them. I want to clean all of their bathrooms
and bake them cookies, but not in that order.”
A successful Indiegogo campaign also added
some dollars to the team’s duel with their
deadlines and now the series is set to be
released all at once for your binge watching
pleasure in late fall 2015.
Or is it?
Oates might have different ideas: “We're going
to launch the series out of a cannon off of
Signal Hill into the stratosphere with a stream
of glitter and gun powder behind it.”

SCREAMERS 2 (2009)
Filmed in: St. John’s
Is Jody Richardson in it?: Yes
Paul Pope of Pope Productions admits
he’s “a bit agnostic” when it comes to
genres, given that the local production
house has produced films like Rare
Birds (2001) alongside the occasional
gory horror movie. Pope says that he’s
usually open to any type of film, as long
as there’s a creative force behind it. So,
when he developed a relationship with
Michael Grais (co-writer of Poltergeist),
Grais expressed interest in shooting in
NL, and Sony Pictures was soon on board.
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The studio brought a bigger budget and
their prosthetics (“blood ’n guts”) team,
which has gone on to work on films
including Warm Bodies (2013) and X-Men:
Days of Future Past (2014). The sequel
to Screamers (1995) drew inspiration
from the tunnels of Bell Island, since
Screamers hide underground (that’s kind
of their whole deal). Between the CGI
and the subterranean setting, it’s hard to
spot any specific NL locations, but most
of the gunfire and gunplay was filmed in
the electrical tunnels of MUN campus,
near the Engineering building. Also, for
the big set piece of the film, the massive
spaceship, Pope used the biggest space
available: the old Dominion supermarket
on Elizabeth Avenue. “We built a
spaceship — a two-storey spaceship that
filled up this entire former supermarket,”
says Pope. “Eighty feet long, forty feet
wide. It was phenomenal.”
OUTLANDER (2008)
Filmed in: Various locations, including
Gros Morne, Bay of Islands, Frenchman's
Cove Little Port, and others.
RT Rating: 37%
Most famous person in the movie:
Jim Caviezel; Ron Perlman
Not the smutty (yet solid) Starz drama set
on the Scottish highlands, this Outlander
is a “Beowolf meets Predator” jam. A
troubled production, it still made it to
theatres in limited release.
ANCHOR ZONE (1994)
Filmed in: Downtown St. John’s
Most famous person in the movie:
Sebastian Spence?
“In this trip into the future, a bankrupt,
crumbling seaport has been taken over
by a single giant corporation.” Hey, that’s
us! Not quite a horror film, but it’s got the
Downtown area dressed up like a bleak
futureworld. It’s also got Mark Critch as a
skateboarding runaway named Radd, who
goes all the way with Stephanie Kaye from
Degrassi (Nicole Stoffman).
Reminder: You can be a part of local
horror cinema by participating in the
Nickel’s 48 Hour Horror Challenge
(nickelfestival.com). Shoot a short film
on your iPhone!
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

WHY SPAAT IS SPITTING VENOM THIS MONTH
“... Contrary to the opinion of some, feminism isn’t about shouting blindly for equality; it’s moreso about shouting when and where equality clearly failed to exist, so that equality will come to exist where
it currently doesn’t. Shouting might make people uncomfortable, but waiting until a fifth local music festival in the same season snubbed female performers was not unreasonable timing ... While Spaat’s
Facebook page serves as a place for people to therapeutically vent rage and feel empowered upon seeing they’re not alone in it, it’s already become more than that: a vehicle for social change. Already, it’s a
place for dialogue and action to coalesce ... It’s important to remember these days that we’re not always talking about representational inequality anymore, so comments I’ve overheard like “whatever, my boss
is a woman,” don’t understand the plight. We’re combating the worst form of sexism these days: the subconsciously sexist. I’m talking about the guy who laughs about the number of women his roommate is
cycling through his bedroom, but frowns on the women leaving his bedroom. My own awakening of this phenomenon came to me about 5 years ago, when I was jurying a music award. The conversation about
shortlisted artists was strictly about the music … until we got to talking about the female-fronted band on the list. Suddenly, my colleagues were talking about “babe factor” and how hot
she is when she performs. These were good guys – they didn’t mean any harm or to be derogatory, but what else can you call it? They reduced her from songwriter to sexy woman.”

IT’S CHANTERELLE SEASON. HERE’S EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THEM
“Several weeks ago I stole a book on mushroom identification from my place of work (sorry by’s, I’ll give it back) to accompany my newfound interest in
foraging. In an effort to put my “eat local” money where my local-eating mouth was, I decided to hunt the most hyped and potentially lucrative local forageable: The
Chanterelle Mushroom ... It should be said that if you are unfamiliar with what these terms mean – do your homework: chanterelles are easily confused with Jack O’
Lantern mushrooms (Very poisonous) or False Chanterelles (not fatal but will ruin your day) ... Look for mossy areas, which provide moisture. Often, the caps spring up
around the edges of trails ... Chanterelles are very aromatic, meaty, and pair great with chicken and pork. They’re amazing grilled, and look great whole on a plate. They hold sauce
beautifully, add body to light dishes, and add a lighter fruity note to heavy dishes. Cooks love them. Fry with butter, season with salt and pepper and some aromatics and voila, a perfect side dish. I
pickled half of my share with orange peel and star anise. A quick Google search will have you turning these bad boys into a myriad of culinary creations. Plus – Given their unheard of levels of vitamin
D, they may just be the cure for a particularly foggy summer. As of yet, no one has been able to commercially cultivate the mycelium. Relatively few pickers, and low yields, mean a correspondingly
high pricetag. Chanterelles can be purchased at Lester’s farm for $16/lb with prices having been as high as $20/lb! Meaning the monetary equivalent of sirloin steak is growing all over the Avalon.”

INSTEAD OF PREVENTING CLIMATE CHANGE, NEWFOUNDLAND IS NOW “FLOOD MAPPING” TO PREPARE FOR ITS CONSEQUENCES
“ ... Dan Crummell is both Minister of Environment and Conservation, and Minister Responsible for the Office of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency. He says that “Flood risk mapping helps
communities prepare for increases in extreme precipitation and is therefore a crucial tool in efforts to adapt to climate change.” We are actively preparing for an apocalyptic doomsday we are
creating ourselves, in the quest for more oil money. “These studies help us identify areas susceptible to flooding due to climate change, as well as the steps required to reduce flood damage, and
measures to enhance public safety,” Crummell says. Is the economy more important than life itself? Are we not wise enough to adapt to a world in which we don’t rely on oil? Did we not exist
before the discovery of oil? The press release goes on to admit its true intentions are not environmental, but economic. “The climate change flood risk mapping study will assist in regulating new
developments in flood-prone areas; help minimize flood damage to properties.” 2014’s budget has allotted a three-year, $400,000 annual commitment from government to undertake one climate
change flood risk mapping study each year. It’s definitely commendable and wise to get prepared for climate change. But people shrugging and saying “Well, Newfoundland can’t end this itself,” is
a little misinformed since Newfoundland is certainly a little more complicit in keeping the oil industry alive than most provinces. We’ve based our economy on it for decades. So fact is, we can help
curb it, and feeling otherwise breeds circular apathy that’ll guide us nowhere in changing our ways.”

FORTUNATE ONES 1 OF 3 CANADIAN BANDS TO WIN THE AMAZING “JUNO MASTER CLASS” OPPORTUNITY
“We can be more than just an awards’ show. We can help artists get to the Juno stage.” That’s the spirit of the Allan Straight JUNO Master Class. The JUNOs recently put JUNO Award winners Sam
Roberts, Max Kerman (Arkells), and Kardinal Offishall in a room with producer Gavin Brown, A&R representative Ali Slaight, and President of CARAS Allan Reid, to adjudicate 10 promising new Canadian
artists, including Newfoundland’s own Repartee and Fortunate Ones. They deliberated and selected 3 rising star Canadian bands from a talented pool of 10. Newfoundland’s Fortunate Ones was one of the
three. Max Kerman from Arkells says he was drawn to judging this initiative because it took his own band 8 or 9 years to develop the body of knowledge they have now “and there are a lot of lessons that
would have been nice to have learned earlier on in the process.” Fortunate Ones will receive hands-on mentoring, plus networking and collaboration opportunities. Ali Slaight of Slaight Music says, “This
day and age, with the music industry being how it is, there’s not a lot of resources for new musicians to try and get their foot in the door.” This program will educate the three finalists – Fortunate Ones,
Slow Leaves, and Derrival – on different revenue streams available for artists, how to network, work within the industry, work with producers, and so on. In short, as Kardinall Official says, this will “further
people along, quicker.” HMV will host a final showcase for the artists, and Twitter & Facebook want to do a social media audit for the bands
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Select Tweets
from Local 7 Year
Old Twitter Sensation
@HenryDevereaux
If you’re on Twitter, you’ll
want to add seven-year-old
Henry Devereaux and read his
thoughts on life, predictions
of the future, and even the
occasional re-write of history
and scientific fact:
“Do you think that people got the idea for
pockets from kangaroos?”
“Imagine if we could drive our house. It would be
too big for the road, so a propeller would come
from the top and it would be a helicopter.”
“Why is she gonna chew people up?! That's
creepy! (Listening to Hall & Oates’ “Maneater”)”
“Can you pull off freckles?”
“There's something behind the universe.”
“The most organic fruit was from an apple tree
outside a grocery store & it fell off the tree &
rolled into the store to the apple section.”
“Are your eyeballs held into your skull really
tightly?”
“Rattlesnakes are nice because they give you
a warning before attacking you.”

“Half of a quarter is a guarter.”
“Gravity will disappear in ten years.”
“This bread is so hard I could probably call
this a teeth test.”
“The sun can only melt the outside five
inches of the moon.”
“If you land in hot lava, how does your spirit
get out, ‘cause there is lava around it and it's
melting?”
“Bunnies don't have knives so they just eat their
carrots right up to the top.”
“(Overheard Henry talking to Euan) Imagine if our
penises had penises...? And their penises had
penises...?! And their penises had penises?!!”
“Your teeth are just like small white rocks.
That's how hard they are.”
“If I was swimming in a pond a swan could
definitely hold me down under water.”
“One isn't a lot if you think about trees in
the forest. But one IS a lot if you think about
dinosaurs in front of your house.”
“I'll keep this coffee bean with me so I can
feed it to a hawk if I ever see a hawk.”
“Hey dad, I forgot, how was the earth formed?”

“It would be kinda weird to swim in blood.”

“What if gravity goes away?”

“I kinda remember being in mom's belly. It was
all red and weird.”

“My imaginary friend has a Tyrannosaurus
Rex head.”

“A plumber fixed the tap? There was a plumber
in OUR house?! You invited a plumber over?! I've
never met a plumber... what was he wearing?”
“What's on top of space? On the news they said
there was an old golden castle on top of the
double-decker of space.”
“Millions of years ago there was a seven-foot
centipede that roamed the earth and they loved
stuff that feels like duvets.”
“Why does @NoradSanta track Santa? Do they
need to protect him? Like from the biggest bat
ever, or meteors, or outer space circuits?”

“So our aquarium snail can breathe underwater
and he can breathe out of water? Wow! That is a
complicated snail.”
“You can always tell it's The Ramones cause
they have that rockin' part.”
“I'm always thinking, is this just a dream?
Is my life just a dream?”
“People can't rob you if everything in your
house is super heavy.”
“Imagine if a salmon came out of our tap.”
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Who are you... SPAAT (Smash

Patriarchy: An Action Team)
As of September, there’s a new feminist
action group in town, and they’ve
been making waves. Their mandate
is clear -- we use art & activism to
create a safer space for those who feel
harassed, exploited, or ignored in St.
John’s because of their race, genders,
sexualities, and bodies. Get to know
SPAAT a bit more below.
Tell us something about you that anyone
who knows you knows.
We’re a feminist collective dedicated to
smashing patriarchy and shaking up the
status quo. ‘Cause the status quo sucks:
street harassment, sexual assault, violence
against women, and the criminalization of
sex work, are just some examples of the shit
women have to put up with here and around
the world. We want to organize against
this violence. There are groups that work
on these issues in different capacities, but
we are a more DIY, anarcho group that isn’t
constrained by funding and isn’t afraid to
piss people off.
Tell us something about you
maybe no one knows.
SPAAT is a collective, which means we are
a group of individuals who work together
on a common project without relying on
internal hierarchies. We all have different
perspectives on feminism and different ideas
for the types of action we want to take.
We deal with intersectional issues. We are
a feminist group that’s involved in action
dealing with race, ability, class, sexuality,
and gender on a broader scale.
Name something you’ve done in your life
you’re really happy with, and why.
Herbourage was the coolest thing we’ve
accomplished so far. It was a super fun show
that featured some rad womyn-fronted
bands in town. We also put out a zine, which
allowed us to put some words behind our
actions. The flurry of media attention that
followed Herbourage was also really fun. We
received a lot of support from local media,
which was fabulous, but it was really the
criticism we got that reminded us why we
came together and what we’re up against.

Where would you like to live,
other than NL? Why?
Somewhere everyone has equal
opportunities and no one is marginalized
because of their gender, sexuality, race,
class, or ability. Somewhere people are
taught that violence against womyn, trans,
and non-binary folks is unacceptable and
where the onus for gender-based violence is
put on the perps.
What do you do right before bed?
We’re really into cuddling up with great femfronted tv shows like Broad City, Nashville,
Empire, and The Good Wife.
What qualities do you admire
most in a romantic partner?
Someone who isn’t scared of feminism and
sees that it is necessary for our society
to become a more equitable and a safer
place. Who doesn't physically, sexually, or
emotionally abuse us. Who doesn't tell us,
"you deserved it, you wanted it, you’re not
good enough.” Who supports our decisions
and our independence. Who isn’t intimidated
by our ferocity and intelligence.
Name someone you deem
admirable, and why.
The St. John’s Status of Women Council,
the Newfoundland Sexual Assault
Crisis and Prevention Centre, the Native
Friendship Centre, Stella’s Circle, Iris Kirby
House, and Wen-Do Self Defence are some
role models we admire for the work they
do locally to smash patriarchy, empower
womyn, and make Newfoundland and
Labrador a better place.
Name a song or album you’ll
never be sick of.
Pussy Whipped by Bikini Kill.
Suppose you’re dying, and a child
asks you for a piece of wisdom.
What would you say?
Smash patriarchy everyday. Do not
let society limit your abilities or your
ambitions. Know that criticism means
you’re doing something right. Walk faster.
Everyone else will catch up.
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Hearing Waterford Voices
Chloe, Elle, and the Need
for Community Support
Outside of St. John’s part 1 of 3

community, there was no community support
site for those with mental illness. I’m hazy on
the details, but after one conversation with
Elle’s mother, who didn’t have a phone of

A 3-PART SERIES
EXPLORING GEOFF
CHAULK’S TIME
WORKING AT THE
WATERFORD IN THE
EARLY 80S.

her own, efforts to call back and contact the
mother again proved fruitless.
Chloe’s move home did not work out and
this was difficult for her and her family.
She returned to the hospital. Elle did not
get her wish at that time to go home. I
and the treatment team were naïve in our
understanding of what a big change moving
home meant for the patient and family and
we did not seem to consider the lack of

BY GEOFF CHAULK

Chloe and Elle lived on an all
female unlocked unit on the
first floor of the Waterford.
They both appeared to have

Meanwhile, Elle was aware that Chloe’s family

return to her family and home community.

had taken Chloe home. Elle started to come

challenging situations all the more so.

I was asked to contact the family to begin

to my office or approach me when I came

discussions. The nurses had some discussion

to work with the simple but heartbreaking

One of the many things that stayed with me

with Chloe about this move, as did I, but it was

words, “me go home,” and the gentle gesture

a limited discussion given Chloe’s difficulty

of pointing to herself. Those words stay with

with communication.

support people and their families as transition

me to this day as does the sad and mournful

from inpatient care to community is made. I

expression on Elle’s face. I wrote to Elle’s

have worked in this province and in Ontario

family to see if they would like to discuss Elle

on exactly this issue, perhaps in an effort to

moving back home. They lived in a remote

not repeat the failures that Chloe and Elle

coastal community where, like Chloe and her

experienced – they both taught me a lot.

more by way of disabilities than

The family came to the hospital from their

psychiatric. Both women had

home in the central part of the island of

a pronounced and staggering

Newfoundland. They seemed somewhat

gait when walking, little by way
of understandable speech, and
Chloe needed to wear a hockey
helmet to prevent head injuries
should she fall, which she was
prone to doing.

community support and how this would make

Chloe was identified as someone who could

timid and perhaps a bit overwhelmed by the

these 30 years later is the need for a robust
community mental health service system to

hospital, and what was being considered.
Members of Chloe’s treatment team met
with the parents to discuss Chloe’s day to day
needs, her routine, and how to help Chloe
adjust to life at home. A big missing piece of
the plan to have Chloe return home was the
community support, or lack of, that would
have helped Chloe and her family make such

Chloe would regularly greet me when I came

a big adjustment and transition. I recall Chloe

unto the unit, always smiling and jovial. Elle

and her family being so happy to see each

looked like she carried the weight of the world

other and Chloe seemed to be enjoying all the

on her shoulders.

attention that she was getting.

I recall the unit on which these women lived

The next thing that I remember after Chloe

as having a positive and caring vibe – the

was discharged home was a frantic call from

patients were always well-dressed and

her mother. The family lived many miles

groomed, the unit was bright and clean, and

from the hospital and it would have taken

nurses were very involved with the patients

about a day to get from where they lived to

day to day.

the Waterford. Therefore, they could not avail
of face to face support from the treatment

At this time during my Waterford experience

team who had known and worked with Chloe

I was covering for the social worker who was

for a long time. The family had been assured

on holidays and I had an office on the unit

that if moving home did not work out then

where Chloe and Elle lived. At the time there

Chloe could return to the hospital. Without

was an interest on the part of nursing staff

community support services to help Chloe and

to see which of the women on the unit could

her family make the transition that was the

return home to their families. Somehow,

best we could offer.
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need a degree, or two, and a master’s degree
after that to find a job, and if they do find a job,
they’re so strapped with excessive student
debt they can’t afford to start their lives until
much later. A general instability or lack of
options for youth in the work force is not
helping parents empty their nests.
LOCAL FILMMAKER STEPHEN DUNN
WINS “BEST CANADIAN FEATURE
FILM” AT TIFF
Talk to anyone living in Toronto and they’ll
tell you TIFF — the Toronto Independent
Film Festival — is such a big deal the city is
different, and far more populated, during its
annual run. It’s one of the continent’s biggest

MAN ESCAPES WATERFORD, IS
BEATEN INTO CRITICAL CONDITION
Mitchell Fudge is a 22 year old patient of
The Waterford, afflicted by addictions and
delusions. As his mother has been telling
media – that’s not the kind of patient you
should allow outside, unsupervised, because
an addict will try and get what an addict
needs: the next high. Which is exactly what
Mitchell did. He escaped the grounds,
bought alcohol, and was found later near
Jensen Camp Road beaten so badly he
needed reconstructive surgery for his face.
His mother is assuming he tried to gain
access to a party he’d stumbled on, and was
violently turned away.
PASADENA MAYOR CAN’T STOP
MOUNTING GROS MORNE MOUNTAIN
65 year old Otto Goulding is the mayor of
Pasadena, but equally of note is the number
of times he’s done the trek to the top of
Newfoundland’s gorgeous Gros Morne
Mountain. Between 1981 and September
of 2015, he’s mounted the mountain 100
times. The 806-meter high mountain is
Newfoundland’s second highest peak, and
for him, a spot where he’s met people from
all over the world.

film festivals, and the big news this year is
that local filmmaker Stephen Dunn took home
huge honours. His movie, Closet Monster,
has won Best Canadian Feature Film. TIFF’s
website praises Dunn’s blending of “affecting
drama with whimsical fantasy and elements
of Cronenbergian body horror,” calling Closet
Monster “ceaselessly inventive.” The main
character, Oscar Madly, “needs out: out of the
Newfoundland town that is stifling his budding
creativity, out of his restrictive home life,
and out of the closet, where he has fearfully
remained after witnessing a brutal hate crime
as a young boy.” The film also took Best
Director and Best Screenplay awards home
from the Atlantic Film Festival.
GREG MALONE WINS ACTRA’S
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
ACTRA Newfoundland is a local branch
of the Alliance of Canadian Cinema,
Television, and Radio Artists (ACTRA),
which represents 22,000 professional
performers across Canada. On September
11th they presented actor/writer/director/
producer Greg Malone with ACTRA
Newfoundland’s 2015 Award of Excellence.
Malone is best known for CODCO, a hilarious
culture-capturing television series for
which he penned 63 episodes in addition to

NEWFOUNDLAND’S FULL-NEST
EPIDEMIC: NEARLY 45% OF LOCAL
20-SOMETHINGS ARE LIVING WITH
THEIR PARENTS!
A recent CIBC study has shown that about
45% of young adults are experiencing delayed
independence, or “postponed adulthood,”
in Newfoundland and Labrador. The
phenomenon is countrywide, to lesser degree.
The issue is that everyone’s convinced they

starring in. He’s also performed in forty-

guest role in Republic of Doyle, and penned
a bestselling non-fiction book called Don’t
Tell the Newfoundlanders: The True Story of
Newfoundland's Confederation with Canada.

three Wonderful Grand Band shows, and
wrote and performed in a number of other
shows for CBC Television, including The Root
Seller and The S and M Comic Book, and
appeared in many films, including what many
call the ultimate NL movie, The Adventure
of Faustus Bidgood, The Untold Story of
the Suffragists of Newfoundland and Rare
Birds. Recently, he has had a recurring

CARMELLA SINGLETON GIVEN
1 YEAR HOUSE ARREST FOR
DEFRAUDING CONA’S DAYCARE
SERVICE
For stealing tens of thousands of dollars
from College of the North Atlantic's daycare
in 2011, Carmella Singleton will spend
one year on house arrest, then two years

on probation. She stole the money with
fraudulent expense claims, like issuing
receipts for events that never happened,
falsely claiming employee overtime, and
taking unpaid childcare fees by not enrolling
3-4 children. Her house arrest will allow her
the following reasons to leave her home:
medical and dental treatment, church, work,
school, one hour of exercise daily, and once
a week she can leave for 4 hours to run
errands. That actually doesn’t sound so bad,
does it? But she must also repay the daycare
$200 a month until $60,000 is repaid.

ILLUSTRATION: KEVIN TOBIN
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360 instances. It’s against due democracy to
deny the PBO that info.

Exercise Your Right to
Exorcise This Demon
from Parliament

... So the Budget Officer Has Sued Harper’s
Administration
Former Parliamentary Budget Officer Kevin
Page wanted to analyze the impact of some
program cuts, but couldn’t, because the Harper
administration denied him the data he’d need to
do so. So Page took Harper’s administration to
Federal Court for it. Harper denying Page that
information is nothing short of Harper feeling
like he can do as he wishes with our tax money.

BY CHAD PELLEY

Vote however you wish this month, but
please be informed before you cast a ballot.

HARPER IS NOT “A STEADY HAND
ON THE WHEEL” FOR OUR ECONOMY
Harper’s Economic Record Is Way Worse
Than His Predecessors
Reputable Economists Jim Stanford and
Jordan Brennan have crunched numbers to
compare the financial track records of the last
nine prime ministers (1946 to today). On 13 of
the 16 indicators of poor financial leadership,
from job creation to national debt, Harper
ranked last, or second last.
Economic Growth Has Slowed Under
Harper’s Rule
Under the reign of Harper, our economy has
hit its lowest levels of growth in 69 years, and
our economy is growing by nearly half the rate
it did under the rule of his predecessors in the
decade prior.
He Claims He’s Creating Jobs. He is Not.
Economist Jim Stanford says he’s responsible
for "the slowest job creation of any prime
minister since World War II."
Harper is a Seriously Wasteful
Spender of Your Tax Money
Here are 2 examples: 1) At the 2010 G20
summit in Toronto, Harper spent over a billion
dollars of tax payers’ money on things like an
artificial lake (did we need an artificial lake for a
3 day event?) and over-the-top security so his
visitors wouldn’t see Canadians protesting.
2) He spent 18 Billion on F-35 fighter jets,
and before you say you support military
readiness, consider this: we’re talking about
18 billion dollars, and he bought the F-35s
from Lockheed Martin without pricing them

elsewhere. He could’ve shopped around. Worse
still, an auditor general's report revealed the
Conservatives misled both the public and
Parliament on how much the F-35s would cost.
... But That’s Nothing Considering the
Billions We Can’t Even Account For
Auditor general Michael Ferguson found that
Harper’s books couldn’t account for $3.1 billion
in anti-terrorism funding. That’s an awful lot of
money not to be able to put a finger on. Worse
still, there should have been a governmentwide review of this anti-terrorism spending, by
35 departments, and there wasn’t.
He’s Wasting Millions Brainwashing Us
The Harper Government has used a recordbreaking amount of tax-payer money to buy
ads telling us they’re doing great. The Toronto
Star estimates that since 2009, the Harper
Government has spent at least $500-million
promoting itself as fabulous. It’s greasy and
wasteful to prime the electorate before an
election campaign even begins.
He Inherited a Booming Economy and
Made It Go Bust
Back in 2006, when Harper was elected, and
our economy was booming; it was growing at
3% per year, and net debt was $492-billion and
falling. Now it’s $615-billion and rising.
His Tunnel Vision about Oil Money is Killing
Our Export Revenue
In 2000, Canada had a well-rounded economy,
with value-added products accounting for over
60% of exports. By 2010, value-added products
had fallen by one-third, because the Harper
Government hedged their bets on oil and oil

pipelines that didn’t go as planned. He let the
manufacturing of other, more value-added
products decline.
He Is Not Developing Our Renewable
Energy Sector, Despite the Fact There’s
Money in It
Why do Mulcair and Trudeau want to develop
our renewable energy sector? Why is even
China doing it? Because investment in clean
energy can provide 6 to 8 times more jobs than
similar investment in the oil industry.

ZERO REGARD FOR
DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
Harper is the Only Prime Minister to Ever
Be Held in Contempt of Parliament
In March of 2011, the Harper government
became the first in Canadian history to be
found in contempt of parliament when they
refused to fully disclose the costs of proposed
crime legislation, corporate tax cuts, and
the stealth fighter jets they planned to buy.
As a result, 156 opposition MPs – including
every Liberal and NDP – stood together in
a motion of no-confidence in government,
because Harper refused to provide information
our elected MPs needed to properly make a
decision on our behalf.
Harper Blatantly Ignores Half of
Our Budget Officer’s Requests
Luckily, Canada has a budget watchdog.
Unluckily, Harper doesn’t feel the need to
answer to him. Since 2006, the office of the
parliamentary budget officer has requested
data 360 times, but the Harper administration
did not hand over complete data in 170 of those

Harper Has Shut Down Parliament Four
Times to Avoid Accountability
“Prorogation” means forcing a break in
parliamentary sessions. And to quote Tom
Mulcair, “Stephen Harper is setting new records
for proroguing and avoiding accountability. He
should stop hiding and face questions from
the people’s representatives.” Since becoming
Prime Minister, Stephen Harper has shut down
parliament for a total of 181 days – a record
from the last few decades. And his timing
is always obviously suspicious – like right
after accusations he was involved in senate
scandals, or right before he was about to be
held in contempt, or during an inquiry into
Afghan detainees in 2009.
Harper Created a Loophole That
Lets Him Borrow Billions without
Parliament's Permission
When the auditor general cried foul about the
BILLIONS of dollars Harper’s government had
gone through in "non-budgetary" spending it
was too late. It was discovered that the Harper
Government buried a loophole in a 2007
omnibus budget bill that lets them borrow
money without going to Parliament
for permission.
He Attacked Supreme Court Chief
Justice Beverley McLachlin
When Harper wanted the Supreme Court to
appoint Marc Nadon to its ranks, McLachlin
simply did her job and pointed out a legit
eligibility issue, and Harper went off on her.
It was so odd it left people wondering why he
wanted Hadon appointed so badly. Thomas
Heintzman is the past president of the
Canadian Bar Association. He says he’s “never
seen such a shot taken at a court,” and worries
that kind of behaviour can undermine the
supreme court’s independence in this country.
He's So Pro Oil Charges Have Been Laid
Harper hired a convicted fraudster, Bruce
Carson, to be a key advisor in his office. While
employed in the Prime Minister’s office, Carson

Cover Story
was lobbied for money to start a new “Eco
Think Tank” at the University of Calgary. It was
a sham. Carson left to run that think tank,
but converted it into an oil industry booster,
using a $15-million grant from the Harper
government. The devious scheme ended with
criminal charges for Carson.
The Harper Government Has a Manual
on How to Disrupt a Meeting
The Conservatives have a 200-page manual on
how to systematically quell a debate from the
opposition. The sleazy book tells chairs how to
obstruct unwanted debates and halt meetings
that have gone off track. Harper's administration
coaches his people to disrupt the democratic
process of debating in parliament.

ZERO REGARD FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Harper Does Not Consider
Water as a Basic Human Right
In 2010, the Harper government refused to
sign the UN declaration which designated
clean water as a human right. Also, in Canada’s
2011 budget, the Harper Administration failed
to allocate sufficient funds for drinking water
on First Nations reserves, leaving over 100
Aboriginal communities at risk.
The Harper Government Has Been
Sued by a Justice Department Lawyer
When Senior Justice Department lawyer
Edgar Schmidt finally got fed up with all of
Harper’s shady bills, he sued the government
for inadequately evaluating whether their bills
were violations of the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. In true Harper fashion, Schmidt
was immediately suspended without pay.
He Has Drastically Depleted the
Voice of Women in Canada
During the reign of Harper, funding for
women’s advocacy has been cut by 43%, and
he shut down 12 of 16 Status of Women offices
in Canada. It’s no wonder he refused a debate
on women’s issues.
Harper “Randomly” Audits Those
Who Oppose Him
The 2012 budget declared it would earmark
$8-million for CRA to audit selected charities
– including seven environmental groups
perceived as threats to the oil industry’s
prosperity. This sum has since been increased
to $13-million a year, and now includes
“random audits” of other troublemakers: antipoverty, foreign aid, and human rights groups,
such as Amnesty International and United
Church of Canada.
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Harper Suspends His Dissenters,
Instead of Hearing them Out
The most recent example of this came near
the end of August. Canadian folk musician and
Environment Canada employee, Tony Turner,
wrote a protest song about why “Harperman”
shouldn’t be in power any longer. The song
went viral. Harper’s reaction? He suspended
Turner, and is investigating him for recording
the song. “Investigating him?” We now live in a
country where it’ll cost you your job to write a
protest song.
His Intolerance of Protests
is Borderline Orwellian
In 2010, Harper’s intolerance of electorate
discontent broke a record. The G20 saw the
largest mass arrest in Canadian history. 1,100
protestors were arrested, and yet only 99 of
them resulted in actual criminal charges. So,
89% of people arrested that day hadn’t done
anything wrong.
Harper Wants to Legislate Loyalty
Bill C-520 would require every applicant for a
government job to disclose their past political
activities. It’s a guilt-by-association probing
tool, well in line with the Conservatives' desire
to purge the public sector of anyone who isn’t
with them.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER SO HE’S
DENYING US KNOWLEDGE
Harper Scrapped the Long Form Census
So We’d Not See How Bad Off We Are
The mandatory long-form census was the only
way for Canada to gather adequate info about
the state of our country, like how well the
middle class is faring, or whether low-income
families are receiving adequate services. The
Harper government replaced the mandatory
long-form census with a voluntary National
Household Survey, despite Canada’s most
senior statisticians claiming that a voluntary
census would result in useless data. And it
turned out they were right. Also, this data
suddenly costs money now. When Harper’s
people lied, saying StatsCan agreed about
scrapping the census, Statistics Canada’s chief
quit with a very public open letter blasting the
Harper Government.
Harper's Gagging of Media is
Making Headlines
To quote the New York Times, “His relationship
to the press is one of outright hostility. At
his notoriously brief news conferences, his
handlers vet every journalist, picking and
choosing who can ask questions.”

His Blatant Muzzling of Canadian Scientists
Has Earned International Attention
Scientists have always strived to publish
information of benefit to society like “don’t
drink if pregnant,” and “smoking causes
cancer.” But Harper is doing all he can to
silence our scientists about modern-day
food and environmental concerns. PIPSC is a
union of 55,000 scientists and professionals in
our country’s federal public service. A recent
survey revealed that hundreds of scientists had
been asked to exclude or alter information in
government documents. Thousands more said
they’d been prevented from talking to the media
or the public about their work. 90% feel they
cannot openly communicate their findings. This
all culminated in a full on protest last December,
when our scientists banded together seeking to
“expose the damage the Harper government has
done to federal public services.”
Seriously, The Muzzling is Full on Muzzling
Here’s something right out of a movie: our
government researchers are travelling to
prestigious international scientific conferences,
but they’re being accompanied by “media
minders,” who shadow them to ensure they don’t
say anything Harper doesn’t like about Canada’s
energy industry, i.e, any findings pertaining to
proof of climate change. Thanks to Harper, talk
of federal climate change in Canadian media has
dropped 80% in recent years.
See the Pattern? He’s Controlling the
Dissemination of Information So You
Don’t Think about Anything
He has been prime minister for nearly a decade
for a reason: He shields Canadians from the
reality that we’re not doing so well right now,
and he isn’t a great leader. To quote the New
York Times, “Harper has consistently limited
the capacity of the public to understand what
its government is doing, cloaking the country in
ignorance.”
Crushing the CBC is Crushing
National Conversation
A country this big needs a public broadcasting
corporation keeping us all in the loop on
what’s going on nationally, from arts & culture,
to news and issues. Yet we’ve all seen the
Conservative government’s disregard for the
CBC, as funding, staff, and now even buildings
are being gutted. During the 2011 election,
they’d claimed they would “maintain or
increase support for the CBC.” Not even a year
later, Harper hit the CBC with their biggest cut
of the new millennium.
Federal Agricultural and Marine Science
Libraries Trashed and Decimated
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The Agriculture and Agri-Food Lethbridge
Research Centre in Alberta formerly housed
decades of valuable, specialized agricultural
information. In the summer of 2015, photos
emerged of the library’s contents discarded
in a dumpster outside the building. This was
the 16th federal science library lost since 2012.
Among others were seven world-famous
Department of Fisheries and Oceans archives.
Scientists report witnessing a “chaotic
chucking of rare literature” with the clear
intention of destroying material that contained
sensitive environmental information.

HE HAS DESTROYED OUR
INTERNATIONAL IMAGE
Former Prime Ministers are
“Ashamed of Harper’s Canada”
Take Jean Chrétien (PM, 1993-2003). He wrote
an open letter, "In my travels around the globe,
I am regularly asked: What has happened to
Canada? What has happened to the advanced,
peace-seeking, progressive country Canada
once was? These questions evoke great
sadness in me.”
We’re Environmental Monsters
In 2012, Harper launched an unprecedented
assault on Canada’s environmental laws when
he introduced Bill C-38. It ended automatic
environmental assessments of Federal projects,
and gutted the Fisheries Act, Navigable Waters
Protection Act, and Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act. In 2011, Harper yanked us
from the Kyoto agreement – an international
scale effort to reduce climate change – making
Canada the first signatory to bail on it. And
the Climate Action Network Europe ranked us
at number 58 on a list of 61, with only Saudi
Arabia, Kazakhstan and Australia doing less to
combat climate change than us.
Harper Proposed and Passed Bill-C51
Bill C-51 might have been the news story
of the year. It has been condemned by the
UN, constitutional law experts, past prime
ministers, Supreme Court justice members,
First Nations, business leaders, newspaper
editors, academics, and others, for the risk it
is to freedom of speech in Canada. Bill C-51
is the kind of legislation that would consider
this very article an act of terrorism, for the
way I’m harping on my prime minister. It also
allows government agencies to share personal
information without regard for privacy, and
would give far too much power to CSIS, RCMP,
and CSEC to spy on us and act independently on
the info they gather, including the right to detain
us, before we’re proven guilty, for up to a week.
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Diversion tackles the
ways in which the
constant bombardment
of info from social media
affects our thought
processes these days,
as well as the artistic
process itself.

Diversion is an
Innovative New
Collection of Poems
by St. John’s Poet Laureate
George Murray

BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

With seven books of
poetry to his name,
including Whiteout and
bestseller Glimpse: Selected
Aphorisms, George Murray’s
latest, Diversion, challenges
poetry’s evolution.
Where ideas once came to him in a line at the
liquor store, or waiting in the schoolyard for
his kids, even in the late hours, he noticed an
internal shift. “I now only come up with ideas
when I am in no position to write them down,
say, while driving,” says Murray. “I started
paying closer attention as to why, and realized
all those other times are taken up now with
my phone or email or Facebook or texts or
music or watching television. Life is becoming
an overwhelming avalanche of channels
competing for my senses and brain.”
Diversion is Murray’s response to life’s relentless
technological call. In a time of collective streamof-unconsciousness communication, his latest
collection is part poetry, part aphorism. Besides
pings and alerts from his cell phone, there’s the
constant cacophony of daily life: radio in the car,
office, and malls. Multiple televisions streaming
in every bar, advertisements on boards, buses,
and cars. “Wordsworth famously said that
poetry is ‘emotion recollected in tranquility,’
but what happens when there is no more
tranquility?” says Murray. “And I don’t just mean
finding a moment’s peace from the kids or job in
order to write; I couldn’t find a moment’s peace
from the everything and anything of what is
increasingly becoming a normal life.”

#TheGospelAccordingToLuck. Instead of
harbouring poetry’s quiet emotions, Diversion
harnesses anger, bliss, shame, and awe.
“It’s fragmented, but mostly in a narrative
sense,” he says. “The narrative gets created
by the overall impression one is left with on
reading each piece and the book as a whole.
You take away a story, but it’s a story made of
a million stories. It’s an idea, an impression, an
atmosphere. Maybe it’s an emotion.”
Lines like “It was Elizabeth Bishop in the library
with a candlestick,” “In Xanadu did NewtonJohn a freaky pleather-dome decree,” and “The
Collected Dicks of Emily Poeminson,” could
revolutionize introduction to literature courses.
Murray is calculated, wry, and dark.
Murray, who once ran popular literary
blog Book Ninja, has a new online space:
NewPoetry. Just over one year old, NewPoetry
solicits submissions from poets around the
world. He is the editor. “I curate the selection to
try to make it a pleasant experience of reading
a poem every Wednesday. And I try to get rid of
the poetry ‘business’ markers – photos, bios,
links, twitter accounts, etc. Just the poem and
author name. Which is what it should really be
all about.”
Despite living in St. John’s, Murray doesn’t
consider himself as a writer of place. He
doesn’t think of himself as a Canadian or
Newfoundland poet anymore than he thinks
of himself as a male, white, or straight
author. “I am all these things, and they all
undoubtedly have a bearing on my work, but
mostly in the immense privilege they afford
me. I live in a great house, in a great city, in a
beautiful province, in a largely free country.

Each poem in Diversion is titled with a
hashtag. For example: #DaydreamBereaver,
#HookLineAndSinkHer, and

I get the best of everything and it allows me
time to think for a living. Or in the case of this
book, be distracted from thinking.”

Riddle Fence:
An update
BY KERRI CULL

When Riddle Fence
was conceived in 2007,
it started as a one-off
publication from The
Writers’ Alliance of
NL to celebrate the
organization’s 20th
anniversary.
The brain child of Shoshanna Wingate, the
ED of WANL at the time, with poet Mark
Callanan on board to edit, the first issue
was distributed to members free of charge
with extra copies sold to the community.
That one idea originated what is now
Newfoundland’s only literary magazine,
still going after eight years, publishing
edgy, creative writing, alongside work by
local visual artsis, in a high gloss, highquality magazine. With some new people
at the helm as of this season, and a few
years of experience behind it, it’s bracing
for an exciting future. Between issue 1
and now, Riddle Fence has had its share
of wins but also some hiccups or brief
lulls due to the rotation of staff and board
members as well as lack of funding, but it
managed to stay afloat with the creative
fundraising endeavours of some savvy
workers and local supporters.

Director, Andrew Winter, who is full of
ideas and imagination.”
“I am excited to bring new voices to the
magazine,” said Winter. “Art is an ever
shifting landscape, and we get to be the
magazine that tells the public about these
new artists and ideas coming out.”
James Langer is one of Riddle Fence’s
three poetry editors along with Dana Evely
and Randy Drover. He says the biggest
challenge is getting mainlanders to “hold
Riddle Fence in their hands so they can be
struck by the Taser-like epiphany that’s
one of the top 5 lit mags in the country.”
One of the new fiction editors, Elisabeth
de Mariaffi, signed on for a number of
reasons. “One, I get to share it with
Megan Coles, who is not only a really
strong force in new fiction, but she's
also a total firecracker and one of my
best friends here in St. John's. And two,
I've been channelling my energies into
novel-writing for the last few years, and I
feel a bit out of the loop with what's new
and hot -- and new, hot fiction is almost
always found in magazines first. Riddle
Fence is such a gorgeously produced
magazine. I feel lucky to get to curate the
brand spanking fiction that goes in it.”
With this new energy and the solid
foundation of the magazine’s renowned
history of publishing exciting work,
Riddle Fence is poised to stay strong and
progressive for a number of years. That
being said, it takes more than that to
keep it going. “It takes a community to
support it, basically, whether it’s local or
national,” says Wingate. “It takes a few
people donating an intense amount of
energy and time, to cheerlead it to others
and remain creative about partnerships
that can help supplement financially and
get the magazine into new hands.”

Beth Follett has been a Board Member
since October 2014. As Treasurer of the
Board and the volunteer Managing Editor,
she is face and eyes into the magazine
on a regular basis. “Riddle Fence was in
financial difficulty last year, but we rose
Winter plans to do just that. “We have a
to the challenge, and with tremendous
bunch of ideas for the magazine
Board effort plus the difficult decision
for 2016. We are planning a
to suspend paid jobs for some
With
some
reading tour, and hoping
months, we made it. I am very
new people at the
to further expand the
excited by the capacities of
helm as of this
readership westward.”
season, it’s bracing
Riddle Fence's new Executive
for an exciting.
future.
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Paddy Saves the Day
A SHORT STORY BY MELISSA BARBEAU

First the bombs. Los Angeles
and New York and Caracas
and Dubai. A button push
later, Beijing and Pyongyang
and Delhi and Paris. Or the
other way around. Buildings
collapse, roads blacken and
curl. Tidal waves of radiation.
Breakers of ionized air
molecules.
The sea of radiation reaches the island but
buffeted by thousands of miles and the
ancient rocky remains of the rumble tumbled
Appalachian Mountain chain, it arrives as
only ripples to lick and lap at the City. In other
places skin is flayed from the bodies of people
and dogs and horses. Hot air balloons and
bicycles and airports spontaneously combust.
Eyeballs burst like grapes in the microwave.
In St. John’s a few song birds – robins and
juncos and chickadees - fall from the sky. But
the seagulls are unaffected. Crows continue to
pick at plastic bags laid at the curb on garbage
day. The rats don’t bother to cover their eyes.
It will be months before kittens are born with
six eyes and more months again before human
babies are born with tails. Within days, though,
the maggots joyously copulating in downtown
takeout restaurant dumpsters will be wriggling
in ecstasy as one after another they pop out
primitive pairs of feet.

habitable part of the city proper. Houses spring
up at the dump at Robin Hood Bay and on the
median in the middle of the Parkway. A shed

- Great to hear from you, Caller.
And what can I do for you on this
fine orange evening?

Kenmount Road and from there the contagion
has spread across the mall parking lot. The
Village is razed to accommodate six homes
and twelve sheds, a Needs Convenience and an
Irving gas station.
Businesses are dislocated to the very
edges of the City, to the Ring Road and the
Waterfront. Pipers Department Store bobs on
a converted supply ship. Convenience store
vendors push lottery tickets and cigarettes
through the security fence on the apron of
the harbour wharf. The liquor store operates
out of the former Port Authority building and
Goodlife Fitness occupies the parking spot
once claimed by Ziggy Peelgood’s chip truck.
The Metrobus is nowhere to be seen but
taxi cabs concede not an inch and continue
to buzz angry as hornets along George and

Gulls squawk outside the window of the
bridge/broadcast booth. They perch on the
rusted railing and take turns falling out of view
as if they are stepping off the edge of the earth.
- What’s on my mind is this, Paddy. I know
everyone is tied up in knots worrying about the
boys getting the ferry in and Costco running
out of toilet paper and Kraft dinner but we’ve
got bigger problems over here in the Goulds
than any of that. And the crowd down at City
Hall should be doing something about it.

under their breath back at the nest.
There are few reports from the outside world
in the days after the bombs. The news is
local and gossipy. OZFM and NTV and the

The gulls are taking turns. One clambers,
panting, onto the railing and tags in another.
The second bird launches kamikaze-style off
the deck. An almighty Squawk!
- It's birds, Paddy.
- Birds? Surely you can’t believe the city is
responsible for the weird behavior the birds are
getting on with since the bombs? Surely you
can’t hold the city responsible for that? Do you
think that’s really their jurisdiction or should
the Department of Wildlife get involved, Caller?

Newfoundland Herald head into the woods
past Middle Cove but VOCM relocates its
station to the newly rediscovered Lyubov
Orlova; the ship has blown back into the

The City is already under attack when the
bombs fall. It is steadily conceding to an
incursion mounted by two story homes with a
quarter acre of land and oak cabinets and three
and half baths and a mud room and granite
countertops and a front loading washing
machine. Homes with ceramic floors in the
kitchen and Berber carpet on the stairs and
hardwood throughout and in floor heating as if
luxury was something to be trodden underfoot.

harbour on radiated trade winds. The

The sprawl, the Sprawlers, occupy every

- Long time listener, Paddy. First time caller.

broadcast booth is situated on the bridge
of the ship, overlooking Signal Hill and the
Narrows. From the broadcast chair you can

before diving out of sight
again. Paddy leans over
the instrument console to peer
through the window of the bridge.
The rats have been mounting incursions. The
curled cord of his headset stretches taut. The
cry of gulls becomes cacophonous. He rolls
backwards in his black leather office chair
across the pebbled steel floor and pokes his
head out the open doorway. The sea air is damp
and heavy with smoke and the exhaust of fast
food barges. The outside smells of brine and
grease and sewage. Paddy throws the remains
of a turkey sandwich onto the deck. A few gulls,
winded and temporarily benched, dive for the
crust, beat each other about the head with stiff
wing feathers, peck at each other’s eyes.

- Go ahead, Caller.

Water, flying off to Paradise or Mount Pearl
if disturbed before returning to idle and hum
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"Long time listener,
Paddy. First time caller ...
I know everyone is tied up
in knots worrying about
the boys getting the ferry
in and Costco running out
of toilet paper and Kraft
dinner but we’ve got bigger
problems over here ...

with a snow blower and a skidoo and an ATV
occupies the left turning lane in the middle of
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- The provincial government should be
stepping up and doing their part. Start issuing
licences or hire a few part time students to
wander the streets with pellet guns. Or set a
few workers on the roof of the Mile One like
snipers and take a few out. But elimination is
not the problem I’m having today, Paddy.

- This is the thing, Paddy. These birds.
They’re all over my lawn.
- All over your lawn. Again, Caller, isn’t this a
problem for Wildlife?
- They’re all over the lawn, Paddy. All. Over.
The. Lawn.
Off the starboard side a strangled cry, a frenzied
string of squawks. And then a hook. A hook and
a hand with most of its fingers. Catching hold of
the rail. Pulling an arm along with it.
- Doing what, Caller? What are the birds on
your lawn doing?
Paddy reaches under the console of the bridge
for a .22 and eases himself out of the chair.
- They are being dead, Paddy. They are being
dead.

see the sea glowing Kool-Aid blue. Paddy is
taking calls.
- Is that you Paddy?
- It is, Caller.

There is a dull clanging against the hull of
the ship. A low crack. A puff of smoke, a pop
of feathers, as if someone under the line
of vision is listening and taking the Caller’s
suggestion seriously. The gulls appear to be
running shorter line changes, returning to the
railing only long enough to catch their breath

Propped up in the doorway, sighting along the
barrel of the gun.
- Caller, I’m afraid you might have to get out
there yourself and take care of it. It might be
time to just take care of it yourself.
Paddy cocks the hammer.
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New App
Pairs Local
Fiction with
a Walk in
the Park

nationally renowned authors
can live there too.
Sara Tilley, the talent that gave us Skin
Room and Duke, thought the mission
bestowed upon her and the others was
interesting for fiction writers. They were

Chris Brookes is an
author, storyteller,
and independent radio
broadcaster who just
launched a GeoLit project
called “The Bannerman
Quartet.”
It combines walking, audio, writing, and
your smart phone. With this new app free on iTunes this month – you can stroll
through Bannerman Park and, depending
on your location, the app will read you
parts of stories by four brilliant writers:
Michael Winter, Joel Thomas Hynes, Sara
Tilley, and Megan Coles.
Two years ago Brookes launched “Inside
Outside Battery,” a similar non-fiction
project set throughout The Battery. With
that project ruminating in his mind,
he decided to explore fiction, and The
Bannerman Quartet was born. “It’s like
publishing except not on paper. You
cannot read it, you have to walk through
it,” said Brookes.
Bannerman Park is perfect for
this kind of project. Central and
self-contained, most people in
town have grown up with it, and
there’s tons of foot traffic there.

there’d be one solitary white patch behind the
fridge where shit had yet to splatter. This shit

A Crapload
of Crap

storm was a new climate for us. Two years
prior, our puppy had arrived, fully trained to
poop in the yard at nine weeks old. Human
babies are slow on the uptake, fast on the
download.
But I didn’t realize just how wonderful infant

asked to “write something specific to the

Max spent the first few days

park, to include each others' characters

of his life in an incubator

somehow, to have a story that moved

at the hospital. Jaundice.

I may as well have been changing my

aloud rather than read on a page” says

He slept in the see-through

husband’s diaper. Shudder.

Tilley. While she didn’t know what her

baby toaster with his wee

Around age two, he started assuming “the

arse in the air, wearing

position.” Max was a turbocharged tot, so

through space, and that would be heard

story would be when she started, she

BY KERRI CULL

THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

knew the character, a lonely person who
has an important connection to the park.

nothing but a nappy and a

“As I kept writing, her inner life became

mini Zorro mask.

more and more clear to me, and led me in
a pretty unexpected direction.”

depositing full-size, mega-toxic shitsicles.

when he stopped in his tracks it was either
because Thomas the Tank Engine was on TV or
there was a corn-eyed butt snake en route to
Pantsville. Sudden silence? Guaranteed, he’s

But don’t be deceived by the sleepy sweetness

bent over at the waist at a 45-degree angle,

you’re picturing; this kid was locked and

red-faced and quivering, squeezing some

Joel Thomas Hynes, one of St. John’s

loaded. As soon as they took off his

favourite bad boy writers, wrote an

diaper, he fired a shit missile right

existential piece called “You Are Here.”

through a hole in the side of

Hynes says, “It's about a guy who was on

the incubator, adding a new

his way to meet a girl at the Bannerman

kind of caca to the shit list:

bandstand years ago, but never made it

SNIPER SHIT.

there. He's been dead for a long time and
Bannerman is his purgatory.”

poop was until Max, now a toddler, started

My entire existence would
henceforth revolve around the

Mississippi mud into his diaper like a
human tube of toothpaste. His body
We didn’t push
the potty training too
hard, warned by many
that he might rebel
and either get a tattoo
or start pinching loafs
all over the
house.

in full Nazi salute, my son was a
member of the Turd Reich.
We didn’t push the potty
training too hard, warned
by many that he might rebel
and either get a tattoo or start

Meg Coles, on fire with success from her

emissions of this child’s itty-bitty

debut short story collection Eating Habits

bunghole. That week at the hospital,

of the Chronically Lonesome, contributed

I had to document every dang detail of his

a story about loss. “I think Bannerman is

Max started hiding – behind the couch, behind

brownload downloads. Colour, frequency, size

a juncture; the creative downtown core

his bedroom door. And he started saying things

– ‘twas a proper doo-doo diary. From black

meets affluent circular road. It belongs to

like, “I gotta go see a man about a horse.”

meconium to guacamole green to mustard

everyone and no one. And it's very much

Okay, actually he said things like, “I go hide”

yellow, his Crayola box of crappola indicated

in a state of transition which makes many

and “no look at me.” Oh okay, Mr. Mysterious,

his bilirubin was regulating, his liver-tan was

uncomfortable and fearful. But not me. I

whatever could you be up to? You better not be

fading, and we could finally take him home,

want the kids to have somewhere nice to

smoking cigarettes in there, or watching those

after a weeklong impression of “50 Shades of

play. They deserve a clean swimming pool

skanks on Toddlers and Tiaras.

Michael Jackson.”

and a safe skating loop. We all do.”

pinching loafs all over the house.
But once he realized what we were up to,

After three and a half years, Max finally realized
Max’s butt nuggets soon became that familiar

his pants were not the place to release his

shade of brown. Now that’s the shit I know and

areas that trigger certain

chocolate hostages. He’d proudly sit on the

love. Wait, what? My romanticized notions of

scenes from different stories.

toilet and look down between his thighs to see

motherhood quickly kerplunked to the bottom

The keen listener, though,

his chalupas go plop and shout, “Look, Mom,

of the diaper pail. Beyond the bliss of little

could walk the park and listen

it’s poop!” No shit, Sherlock.

white onesies and cloud-soft chenille blankets

to the stories in their entirety

was the fundamental truth that we are all just

without interruption if they take

Now, after a three-year, diaper-free breather,

animals, performing the most basic of human

the right route.

I’m back in the gravy-making biz to do it all

functions: Eat. Breathe. Sleep. SHIT.

over again. Shit for brains, I tell ya.

Throughout the park there are specific

And now, local fiction from
Shit was everywhere. If I had one of those
super-cool infrared CSI poop detectors,

Lifestyles

How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
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Get Smart:
Trivia Nights in St. John’s
BY LAUREN POWER

MONDAY

THURSDAY

BREEZEWAY
(University Centre, MUN Campus)
Mondays at 8:00 p.m.
It's free, and it's all semester long.
Official sponsor Quidi Vidi is bringing
drink specials, and it’s open to the
public, not just students. School those
undergrads!

BITTERS PUB

Need spooky movie recommendations with guaranteed frights?
Where’s The Jump is a database of “jump scares” in films, helping
you choose a movie with the most cheap scares. New Zealanders
Anthony Wilson and Luke Alsop are responsible for this online guide to every “suddenly
something in the mirror” and “it was just a cat,” with a short description and the time in the
movie the scare occurs. A star rating is also provided based on the intensity and frequency
of jump scares in the film. “We started it about three months ago and have added about
110 movies so far,” says Wilson. “We hope to have 300 or so by the end of the year.” To
maximize scares, the WTJ crew recommend a surround sound system or just watching
with a big group of people. For professionals: headphones.

WING ‘N IT
(7 Bates Hill)
Mondays at 8:00 p.m.
Most trivia nights will have you fighting
for a table before the battle of wits can
begin. Not so at this downtown wing
joint. Call 237-WING to reserve a table.

PUMPKIN CARVING PATTERNS AND TEMPLATES
pumpkinglow.com
It’s October. If you really cared about your Halloween costume, you would’ve started it in

TUESDAY
YELLOWBELLY BREWERY
(288 Water Street)
Tuesdays at 9:00 p.m. (doors at 8)
Join your hosts Michael Pickard and
Christopher Pickard upstairs in the Public
House for trivia. The hosts sweeten
the pot with prizes, a 50/50 draw, and
half the proceeds going to charity. Big
crowds, great hosts. A major event.

“HAUNTED DOLLS” ON EBAY
ebay.com
“This is Opal. She is 18 years old. Opal died in a fire. She is very active and likes to move
around my home. She loves children and would be happiest with other spirits around
her. She has a very high EMF (electromagnetic field) reading.” That’s a pretty typical start
to just one of the hundreds of ads on eBay for what sellers claim are legit haunted dolls,
which can sell for hundreds of dollars each. Dolls are scary enough in their own right, but

WEDNESDAY

enough to give you the seasonal creeps. “SINCE I HAVE OWNED HER, ALL I FEEL IS THAT
SHE IS STARING AT ME, BUT THIS DOES NOT BOTHER ME TOO MUCH?!)…  ANYWAY, SHE

nor
ee

n

t

he

SIDE OF HER FACE AND BEHIND HER HEAD. HER,
can be channeled through pendulum dowsing,
telepathy, and the board… Her preferred means to
communicate is through dreams.” As always, be
careful with your witchboard (and your credit card):
“eBay forbids the sale of intangible items and I am
strictly selling this as a doll.” Sure thing, eBay. These

do

ll

dolls are clearly haunted as eff.

o rm a l h
a
u
ran
nt
pa
ed

HEAD, ARMS AND LEGS ARE TAPED-UP?” “Karla

Bitters keeps things fresh by featuring
a revolving door of volunteers that
write and host (all according to house
hosting rules). Gift cards for the bar are
doled out throughout the night to keep
things lubricated. Team sizes max out
at 8, so you can bring your pre-med
pal, your English Honours friend, and
your Varsity roommate. Seating always
fills up fast so it’s recommended you
arrive at least an hour early if you want
to find a seat for the 2.5 hour trivia
partake in Bitters always-decent beerson-tap for celebrating academic victory
(or soothing your bruised ego).
THE STATION LOUNGE
(7 Hutchings Street)
Thursdays at 8:00 p.m.
The princes of pub trivia in the city. “We
usually start around 8:15 as we are very
casual and give time for everyone to
arrive and get settled,” says host Geoff
Inder. Trivia is a blend of pop culture and

the loving detail and seriousness that sellers use to describe their glass-eyed children is

SHOW THIS AND A FEW -THIN CRACK LINES TO THE

Thursdays at 8:00 p.m.

thunderdome. While you’re there,

August. So, bluff your way to “Halloween give-a-damn” by carving a sweet pumpkin.

HAS HAD SOME ROUGH/SAD TIMES THAT HER FACE DOES

(Feild Hall, MUN campus)

THE SUNDANCE
(George Street)
Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m.
Rejoice, trivia fiends. Wednesday night
is no longer a trivia deadzone. The
Sundance has started a weekly sixround trivia night, with categories, also
ranging from medium to hard difficulty.

academia with six categories covering
movies, geography, science, television,
and other topics. “We always have at
least a couple categories on screen and
a music/audio round,” he says. “There
are a few prizes but competition isn't
the be-all-and-end-all. It's about having
a good time for a couple hours among
friends and frenemies!”

Join “St. John’s Trivia” on Facebook for local trivia happenings.
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Miscellany

Untitled

townie

HARD
Cross
TO BELIEVE word

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay

According to the Rolling Stones’ “500
Greatest Albums of All Time,” the
best 3 albums ever are: The Beatles’
Revolver (#3), The Beach Boys’ Pet
Sounds (#2), and, #1, admittedly
inspired by Pet Sounds: The Beatles
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.

off Google, and guess the
false statement.
1. MUN is the largest university

DOWN
1. This local film just won "Canadian
Across
Feature Film of the Year" at TIFF.
2. If you're4.a townie,
the or
closest
spot to go
ziplining
is in
Route 60,
"The Southern
Shore,"
is also
this picturesque
town. (2 words)
affectionately
known as "The (?)" (2 words)
3. MusicNL
2015down
takes
Oct. 14-18. Before
5.Week
Located
onplace
the southern-most
tip of
moving to St. John's,
theirthis
current
Executive
Director,
the Avalon,
fossil-rich
location
is about
Bonnie Fedrau,
this classic
local"?trad
to Warner
tosigned
secure UNESCO
status.
Point"
Music (3 words).
8. In Newfoundland-speak, this word actually
means
"really 'un.'"
good," not "lethal."
6. "Have a [?] or
do without

ACROSS
2. If you're a townie, the closest spot
to go ziplining is in this picturesque
town. (2 words)
3. MusicNL Week 2015 takes place Oct.
The biggest volcano on Earth is
Down
14-18. Before moving to St. John's, their
Hawaii’s
Mauna Loa. It is one of five
1.
THis
local
film
just
won
"Canadian
Feature
Film of the
current Executive Director, Bonnie Fedrau,
Year"
TIFF.local trad to Warner 		
volcanoes in Hawaii, and towers
signed
thisat
classic
Music
words).
4.(3
Route
60, or "The Southern Shore," is also 13,000 feet above sea level.
affectionately
known'un.'"
as "The (?)" (2 words)
6. "Have
a [?] or do without
7. This 5.
former
politician
as
Located
downhas
on emerged
the southern-most
tip of the Avalon,
No American President since William
St. John's
most notorious
climate
this fossil-rich
location
is about to secure UNESCO
H. Taft in 1909 has had a moustache.
change
denier.
status.
"? Point"

7. This former politician has emerged as St. John's most
notorious climate change denier.

8. In Newfoundland-speak, this word actually means
"really good," not "lethal."
We are all “as good as (0.2 milligrams)

in Atlantic Canada.

there are ticks in NL now, and that they’re
carriers of lyme disease. Truth is, ticks get
here on migrating birds, as they always
have, so it’s nothing new that there are ticks
in NL. What’s new is that their population
numbers are spiking in Canada, so we’re
seeing more here as a result. But we can all
relax, a little, because only 20% of ticks in
NL actually carry lyme disease. So 80% of
the ticks here that might attach themselves
to you for a feeding will not transfer lyme
disease to you.
3. Another animal in the news lately was

distinctively
crafted
sound

the beluga whale that scientists were
warning the public not to cuddle. But last
summer, we had an even rarer visitor:
though not native to the island, there was
a walrus in Portugal Cove in July of 2014.
A walrus!

When you blush, the lining of your
stomach blushes too.
Kate Hudson, Halle Berry, and Oprah
all reportedly have a sixth toe. Several
celebrities also rock a third nipple.
They include Lily Allen, Tilda Swinton,
and Mark Wahlberg

A wise man probably once said that

2. It’s been all over the news lately that

And Now
You Know

AVAILABLE ONLY AT

O’BRIEN’S

of gold.” That’s about how much gold
exists in our body at any given time,
mostly in our blood.
It is said that “water signs” – Cancer,
Scorpio, and Pieces – are able to read
people better than others.
Here are three weird things that are
illegal in Texas: shooting a buffalo
from the second story of a hotel;
owning more than six dildos; taking
more than three sips of beer at a time
while standing.

4. Ground up seal whiskers are sold as
“Ocean Dust” in Eurasian markets.
5. Former drug addict Shane Mugford
offers a potentially lethal hallucinogenic
drug to locals struggling with addictions.
It’s called Ibogaine, and it’ll get you high
for upwards of 30 hours. The theory is that
you feel so elated for the week after your
“treatment,” the elation will cure you of

194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

It’s a misconception that humans only
have 5 senses (taste, touch, smell,
sight, and hearing). Think about it:
balance, temperature, pain, time,
thirst, hunger ....

TOWNIE CROSSWORD Across: 2 - Petty Harbour 3 - Great Big Sea 6 - Touton 7 - Andy Wells Down: 1 - Closet Monster 4 - Irish Loop 5 - Mistaken 8 - Deadly HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #4 is false.

your addiction.

haircuts for
ladies & gents

E.T Child star Drew Barrymore started
smoking at 9, drinking at 11, and
started doing cocaine by the time she
was 13. She entered rehab at age 13
only to try to commit suicide by age 14.
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T H E PLANTAT ION

CRAFT STUDIOS
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgE-

Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM

All the colours of Fall...

WOOL SOCKS.
CUPPA TEA.
NEWFOUNDLAND CHOCOLATE.

Made here. Loved everywhere.
166 Duckworth Street • newfoundlandchocolatecompany.com

SOUL
351 WATER STREET

31

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR`S

GREEN ECONOMY

WWW.NEWLEEF.CA

CONFERENCE
OCTOBER 8-9, 2015

HOLIDAY INN

ST. JOHN`S

AN EVENT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS, BUSINESS OWNERS & ENTREPRENEURS, POLICY ANALYSTS, ACADEMIA & RESEARCHERS,
ORGANIZATIONATIONS WITH SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES, ENGINEERS, PLANNERS, & OTHER PRACTITIONERS

PRESENTED BY:

